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The timely and faithful segregation of genetic material is an essential cellular function that
relies on the transport and stable positioning of subcellular components despite the dis-
ruptive influence of thermal fluctuations. In prokaryotes, a two-protein system (known as
ParABS) has been identified as being responsible for the positioning of low-copy number
plasmids and chromosomes prior to cell division. Multiple experimental observations, in
vitro reconstitutions and computational modelling efforts support the idea that this system
is powered by the ‘burnt-bridge’ Brownian ratchet mechanism. In this thesis we provide
computational models that complement these studies to understand how this mechanism
generates and sustains directional transport through the transduction of chemical energy
into mechanical motion. In particular we study the effects of chemical kinetics, inter-protein
interaction strength, system size and availability of proteins that drive this mechanism with
an application to the rich protein dynamics observed in vivo. Finally, we simulate a coarse-
grained model for a highly polyvalent ‘burnt-bridges’ Brownian ratchet capable of translo-
cating either by rotation or translation and detail the system parameters that govern the
transitions between these two distinct modes of motion. The models presented in this thesis
provide key insights and make experimentally testable predictions which can be used for
the engineering of novel synthetic motor systems.
Keywords: Plasmid partitioning, protein patterns, chromosome segregation, molecular mo-
tors, burnt-bridge Brownian ratchets
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The ability to move in order to preserve their life is a defining attribute of all living or-
ganisms. It is only fitting that one of the first extensive studies of cellular motility was
performed on the spermatozoid cell by the Dutch microscopist, Antonie van Leeuwenhoek,
in the 17th century. Nearly three centuries later, the development of contrast microscopy
allowed the first observations of the intracellular transport of sub-micron vesicles in the
giant axon of the squid [1]. Modern microscopy has since increasingly enhanced our ability
to track intracellular motion and improved our understanding of the physical principles that
guide motion at mesoscopic scales [2].
A critical requirement for intracellular motion is the creation of internal order to main-
tain homeostasis and avoid death. Many cellular functions like cell signalling, maintenance
of cellular shape, cell division, cell crawling, exchange of vesicular cargo between membra-
nous organelles, cell polarity etc. require the coordinated spatial organization of intracellular
molecules. Nature has evolved complex mechanisms to ensure the directed transport and
stable positioning of these molecules despite the random thermal fluctuations relevant at
these length scales. Through the constant exchange of energy and matter cellular systems
are driven far from equilibrium to overcome the entropic forces that induce disorder.
Extensive experimental studies and synthetic reconstitutions have shown that the ac-
tive transport of molecules depends on their size and biochemical activity. Small protein
complexes are highly diffusive and capable of forming stable as well as oscillating patterns
spontaneously using Turing-like reaction-diffusion mechanisms [3, 4]. Larger cargo are sig-
nificantly slower due to intracellular crowding and are transported by specialized molecular
motors that can convert chemical energy, usually present in the form of ATP within cells,
to mechanical work. Though the molecular mechanisms underlying intracellular molecu-
lar motors are diverse, they can be grouped based on the key principles by which energy is
transformed into physical motion. The most extensively studied group consists of the highly
processive eukaryotic motor proteins, kinesin, myosin and dynein, which transport cargos
through the cytoplasm via interactions with polymeric filaments [5]. They are complex ma-
chines assisted by internal conformation changes and external components like specialized
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filaments or pre-existing chemical gradients [6, 7]. Another group of motors is called burnt-
bridge Brownian ratchets (BBRs), or ‘lawnmowers’. These motors are driven by diffusion
and attain directionality by cleaving a complementary substrate or track irreversibly such
that they do not retrace their steps. The proteolysis of collagen fibrils by the human inter-
stitial collagenase MMP-1 [8, 9], the segregation of genetic material prior to cell division by
the ParABS protein system [10, 11], and the navigation of the influenza virus through the
mucus surrounding a host cell [12] are naturally occurring BBRs in one and three dimensions
respectively.
The goal of this dissertation is to understand the BBR mechanism and its applications
to micron scale transport with special focus on the bacterial Par protein system, which seg-
regates low-copy plasmids and chromosomes prior to cell division. In this chapter, we will
review the Par protein system in some detail, highlighting the differences between experi-
mental observations of chromosomal and plasmid segregation. Following this, we will review
the landmark in vitro reconstitution experiments that showed directed motion of micron-
sized beads using the ParABS system. Given these experimental observations, we will review
the computational modelling efforts that attempted to provide mechanistic insight to the
ParABS system. Lastly, we will review recent efforts to create a synthetic BBR system using
a highly polyvalent rotational DNA motor that has produced speeds and forces much larger
than previously constructed multivalent DNA motors. Such programmable systems pro-
vide experimental handles for manipulating BBRs and help to understand the underlying
mechanism.
1.1 Subcellular organization and transport within bacteria
In the last two decades, bacterial cells have been found to exhibit intracellular complexity
comparable to eukaryotic cells despite the lack of membrane enclosed organelles. The dis-
covery of the bacterial cytoskeleton composed of the tubulin homologue, FtsZ, and the actin
homologue, MreB, was pioneering work along this direction [13, 14]. This had important
implications for the possibilities of directed motion in prokaryotes given the role filamentous
self-assemblies play in cell-shape maintenance and guiding motor proteins within eukaryotes.
A variety of active and passive mechanisms have since been found to exist within bacteria
to spatially localize proteins within the small confines of a bacterial cell. For example, the
clustering of chemoreceptors in the cellular membrane and their robust maintenance for
signal transduction is now widely understood to arise from stochastic self-assembly with-
out cytoskeletal involvement or active transport [15, 16, 17] (Fig. 1.1A). The localization
of protein clusters to specific positions occurs through a mechanism called diffusion and
capture which involves the random cytoplasmic diffusion of the protein (or cluster) until it
is captured and recruited to a specific site by ‘target’ protein complexes through free energy
minimization [18]. This is a common mechanism for protein positioning in bacterial cells,
2
which are small (1-5µm) and easily explored through diffusion. Other passive mechanisms
include the polar positioning of the chromosome anchoring protein, PopZ, due to nucleoid
dependent excluded volume effects [19, 20, 21].
Protein self-assembly
Protein Pattern formation in vivo
Protein Pattern formation in vitro






















Figure 1.1: (A) Photoactivated localization microscopy (PALM) images showing dynamic
self-assembly of protein clusters in E. coli. Larger clusters segregate to polar regions while
smaller .clusters are found in the mid-cell region. Credit: D. Greenfield et al (2009) [17].
(B) Fluorescence microscopy images showing MinCDE pattern formation in vivo. Credit:
F. Wu et al. (2015) [22]. MinDE protein pattern formation in vitro shows the co-existence
of stable spots and waves. Credit: P. Glock et al. (2018) [23] (C) Schematic for DNA seg-
regation machineries in prokaryotic and eukaryotic systems. There are three dominant Par
protein systems that segregate bacterial DNA based on the specific ParA type encoded.
They employ a range of transport mechanisms. Eukaryotic genetic segregation is mediated
by actin filaments and complex cytoplasmic molecular motors. Credit: D. Hurtgen et al.
(2019) [24]. –All images are reproduced with permission from the owners.
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The most essential cellular process that a bacterium undertakes during its lifecycle is
its replication. Multiple processes like chromosome replication, compaction and transport,
positioning of the septation plane at mid-cell etc. occur concomitantly to ensure faithful
division and health of daughter cells. In most bacteria, cytoplasmic division occurs due
to the mid-cell localization of a filamentous Z-ring determined by a gradient of negative
regulators controlled by the Min system. In Escherichia Coli the Min system consists of
three proteins, the cytoplasmic MinC, the membrane protein MinD and the topological
regulator protein MinE. The MinD protein binds ATP and associates cooperatively with
the cytoplasmic membrane. This membrane-bound MinD recruits cytoplasmic MinC, which
inhibits the formation of the Z-ring. The ATPase activity of the membrane-bound MinD-
ATP is stimulated by MinE, causing it to dissociate from the membrane. Eventually, the
combination of these reactions and conformational changes between the membrane-bound
and cytosolic forms of the constituent proteins leads to the polar oscillations of the MinCD
protein complex (Fig. 1.1B). MinD accumulates at a cell pole, is detached through the
action of MinE, and accumulates at the other cell pole following diffusion through the
cellular volume. The minimization of the repressor MinC protein concentration at the mid-
cell allows the Z-ring to assemble there, and the rod-shaped cell to divide centrally [3, 25,
26]. This creation of gradients in the MinCD protein concentration occurs spontaneously
and not through any pre-positioned markers. Remarkably, the oscillatory protein dynamics
of the MinCDE system have been reconstituted in vitro and produced travelling surface
waves and other patterns on a planar membrane [27]. The widely accepted explanation of
these dynamics is the Turing reaction-diffusion mechanism where a difference in membrane
and cytoplasmic diffusivities and chemical reactivities can cause such activator-inhibitor
oscillations to arise for certain parameter regimes [28] (Fig. 1.1B). Initial concerns about
the specific mechanism through which MinD associates with the cellular membrane and
interacts with MinE led to a modified explanation based on the polymerization of MinD
proteins at very high concentrations [29, 30]. However, this claim has been contested [28].
The MinCDE protein system and its in vitro reconstitution have been exhaustively analyzed
from a theoretical perspective and remain one of the best-studied examples of cellular
process termed as ‘self-organization’ of proteins [31]. It is the benchmark against which
other systems of intracellular organization are compared.
Through extensive experimentation and theoretical work, mechanisms of intracellular
organization have been classified into two groups based on their energy requirements. The
first is called molecular ‘self-assembly’ and involves the physical association of different
components into stable composite structures without energy consumption. This mecha-
nism underlies all passive activities like the formation of chemoreceptor clusters and their
subsequent diffusion and capture to the cellular membrane. The second, more complex
mechanism, is called ‘self-organization’ which leads to the spontaneous emergence of spatial
and temporal structure due to non-linear interactions of reactive-diffusive particles. This
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mechanism takes place far from equilibrium and leads to the creation of chemical gradients
despite the process of diffusion. Thus, the creation and maintenance of these patterns re-
quires energy, usually supplied in the form of ATP or GTP within the cell. The MinCDE
protein system is a bonafide example. These were the predominantly explored mechanisms
when questions on how bacteria segregate their genetic material were raised (for a brief
review see [32]).
1.1.1 DNA organization and segregation
DNA, rightly termed “the molecule of life,” is a double-helical polymeric sequence made
of nucleotides connected by covalent bonds. Each organism’s DNA is a unique sequence of
nucleotides that binds with proteins inside cells to form what is known as a chromosome. A
significant focus of biophysical studies has been the compaction of this biopolymer, often up
to 6 orders of magnitude longer than the width of its container cell. Most prokaryotes (i.e.,
bacteria) have a single chromosome that gets coiled into a structure within the cell known
as the nucleoid. Even more impressive is the periodic, persistent and robust replication and
rapid segregation of this long-condensed polymer into two copies within the duration of a
single cell cycle. Cell cycle time durations range from an average of 30 mins in wild-type
E. coli to 150 mins in C. crescentus [33, 34]. The entire process of chromosome segregation
has been broken down into simpler steps in order to isolate its underlying mechanisms.
The primary processes are: the separation of the newly replicated origins (ori); segregation
of the chromosomal bulk; and transportation of the replicated termini (ter) across the
plane of cellular division (septum). Unlike eukaryotes, these processes are not temporally
distinct and occur simultaneously in prokaryotes [35]. The replication and positioning of
the chromosome origins has been found to initiate the entire process of segregation while
condensation processes ensure the bulk of the chromosome follows the origins across the
septum. These processes of segregation are varied; depend on the number of chromosomes,
their physical configurations, the shape of their cellular confinement, the duration of the
cell cycle, etc. Reviews of the progress in understanding these processes can be found here
[18, 36].
DNA is also found in bacterial cells in other forms. Small, usually circular, extrachromo-
somal double-stranded DNA molecules called ‘plasmids’ replicate individually and must be
equally distributed to daughter cells for strain viability. A higher-order classification involves
grouping plasmids based on their ability to transfer into other cells. Conjugative plasmids
encode tra (transfer) genes that encode proteins, which enable plasmid exchange between
separate cells, while non-conjugative plasmids rely on conjugative plasmids for transfer be-
tween host and donor cells. Plasmids can also be classified based on their functions into five
classes. F plasmids (fertility) are conjugative plasmids found within E. coli. They transcribe
proteins that form tube-like pili that pull two cells together during the process of conjuga-
tion. Second, R plasmids (resistance) are responsible for the cell’s response to antibiotics or
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poisons. Third, Col plasmids contain genes that encode bacteriocins, proteins which can kill
other bacteria. Fourth, Degradative plasmids are responsible for the digestion of unusual
substances. And lastly, Virulence plasmids transcribe proteins that can damage higher or-
ganisms and also protect the bacteria against the host immune system. In addition to these
naturally occurring plasmids, the P1 bacteriophage (virus that infects bacteria) exists as a
tightly regulated low-copy plasmid within infected cells instead of integrating into the host
chromosome. It has been empirically observed that high-copy plasmids are smaller in size,
while low-copy plasmids like P1, F plasmids and R plasmid are much larger at ∼ 100Kbp
[37].
Encouraged by the idea that bacteria, closest living relatives of primordial microbes,
likely depended on fundamental physical principles such as entropy maximization instead
of more evolved mechanisms, it was proposed that maximization of conformational entropy
could play a key role in driving apart replicated self-avoiding chromosome polymers in a
rod-shaped cell [38]. This principle could not be extended to low-copy plasmid positioning as
they are much smaller and not likely to sense the presence of other plasmid copies along the
length of the cell. Although entropic forces could stochastically position protein clusters near
the polar regions, single-copy plasmids have been observed to remain near mid-cell before
replicating into sister plasmids, which position themselves at quarter-length positions [39].
This has fueled the search for active mechanisms that can segregate and organize replicated
plasmid copies amongst daughter cells.
It is now widely accepted that specialized segregation machineries assist in the ori segre-
gation step of chromosomal positioning while entropic effects contribute to the compaction
of the chromosomal bulk. Concurrent studies on the chromosomes and plasmids within E.
coli cells have shown that their segregation occurs independently and requires distinct po-
sitioning mechanisms [40]. In the following section we describe one such family of proteins
that was first detected to be essential for low-copy plasmid positioning in the 1980s and
has lately been observed to be relevant for chromosomal segregation, too [41, 42]. It should
be noted that faithful segregation and positioning of chromosomes is not only essential for
genetic inheritance and strain viability but it also provides positional markers for other cel-
lular mechanisms like the positioning of MipZ, an FtsZ inhibitor essential for the placement
of the Z-ring that guides cell division [18].
1.2 The Par protein system
Partition system (Par) is a generic term given to prokaryotic genes that produce proteins
essential for DNA segregation. They are further classified into three types based on the spe-
cific ATPase that consumes the energy required to carry out this process (Fig. 1.1C). Type
I systems consist of a dimeric, MinD-type ATPase while Type II have an actin-like poly-
meric ATPase [43]. Recently discovered, Type III Par protein systems involve a tubulin-like
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GTPase that segregates DNA via a tram-like mechanism [44]. The focus of this dissertation
is Type I Par systems, which include three components, ParA, ParB and parS. This is the
most common partition machinery used to segregate plasmids and the only Par system type
encoded by bacterial chromosomes. It has been observed to display highly dynamic spatial
localization along the cellular length raising comparisons with the oscillatory MinCDE sys-
tem. To understand the molecular mechanism underlying its dynamic behaviour we shall
first review the components of this segregation machinery, their homologues and the specific
systems within which they are conserved.
1.2.1 The ParA-type ATPase
ParA is an adenosine triphosphatase evolutionarily related to the P–loop GTPase super-
family [45]. It is also termed the Walker A-type cytoskeletal ATPase because of a conserved
nucleotide-binding Walker A motif (or P-loop) and a Walker B motif, required for ATP
binding and hydrolysis [46]. The dynamic behaviour of this ATPase is mediated by its nu-
cleotide state in vivo (Fig. 1.2A). In its ADP-bound state it is monomeric, soluble and freely
diffuses through the cellular cytoplasm. This ADP form of ParA regulates the gene expres-
sion of the ParA and ParB proteins through site specific binding to the the par operator
but this binding does not participate directly in the segregation process [47]. Assays have
revealed that a nucleotide exchange in favour of ATP causes dimerization [48]. The resulting
ParA-ATP is competent to bind non–specifically to the bacterial nucleoid through electro-
static interactions with the phosphate backbone [49]. This DNA binding triggers the ATP
hydrolysis of the ParA dimers, but the biochemical rate of reaction is low, ∼ 6.7 hr−1 [10].
In its monomeric form, ParA-ADP is highly diffusive, while the dimeric ParA-ATP form
is significantly slower due to its nucleoid interactions. Hydrolysis-deficient ParA mutants
led to defective plasmid distribution, indicating that the ATP hydrolysis cycle of ParA is
an essential component of the segregation machinery [50]. Initially believed to bind the 2D
nucleoid surface, recent super-resolution microscopy work has shown that ParA-ATP binds
the interior of the nucleoid matrix [11].
1.2.2 The ParB-parS nucleoprotein
ParB is a dimeric protein that binds the centromere-like DNA sequence parS. The centromere-
like parS sites, typically composed of 16-bp palindromic motifs, are located close to the origin
of replication on chromosomes and plasmids [51, 52]. ParB dimers bind with high affinity
to the cis-acting parS site to form a high-order nucleoprotein structure termed ParB-parS
[53, 54]. The creation of this higher-order nucleoprotein has been the topic of much debate
with several potential mechanisms being investigated [55, 56]. Recently, through experi-
ments on the E. Coli F plasmid system and the Vibrio cholerae main chromosome, the
exact mechanism with which ParB is recruited onto the DNA has been proposed as “nucle-
ation and caging” (Fig. 1.2B) [57]. A few ParB proteins bind specifically to the parS site
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and this is followed by the stochastic self-assembly of multiple ParB dimers into a spherical
cluster around the initial complex. This high-ParB-density cluster then stochastically cap-
tures strands of the compacted DNA in close geographical proximity of the parS site. This
explains the presence of ParB protein binding at significant genomic distance from parS.
Importantly, the size of the ParB cluster was found to be invariant to a 4-fold variation
in ParB concentration, indicating that the density of the cluster varied on protein over-
expression. This mechanism of the construction of the ParB-parS nucleoprotein was found
to be conserved from plasmids to chromosomes.
1.2.3 The nucleoid matrix as a reaction scaffold
The final aspect of the ParABS system is the nature of the ParA-ParB interaction. Nucleoid-
bound ParA-ATP has been found to recruit the ParB-parS complex, termed the ‘partition
complex’ for general usage in the context of plasmids and chromosomes, to the nucleoid
matrix [39, 47, 58]. The ParB protein, regardless of its parS binding state, has been found
to stimulate the ATP hydrolysis activity of the nucleoid-bound ParA-ATP by nearly 10
times as compared to the native rate of ATP hydrolysis in vitro [10, 39, 59, 60]. This
interaction is key for the ParABS segregation machinery to produce the chemical gradients
necessary for its translocation. Thus, by using the nucleoid as the reaction scaffold the Par
protein system is able to organize over the entire length of the cell and exploit the nucleoid,
otherwise a barrier for larger molecules, as a carrier [61]. It has also been suggested that the
elasticity of nucleoid leads to a translocating force on the ParB-partition complex through
the transient interactions between the fluctuating, nucleoid bound ParA-ATP dimers and
the ParB-partition complex [10]. This force might be necessary to produce the observed
plasmid speeds [62]. We will discuss this mechano-chemical process in some detail in a later
section.
1.3 Plasmid patterning in vivo
Given the small size of bacterial cells, diffusion is an effective mechanism for segregating
high-copy plasmids within cells. Low-copy plasmids, however, require dedicated machinery
to ensure their even distribution amongst dividing daughter cells. First discovered as an
essential component for the effective division of F plasmids in E. coli, the ParABS system
is now well characterized as an essential component for low-copy P1 plasmid segregation as
well [51].
Multiple studies have used GFP-tagging, immunofluorescence microscopy and fluores-
cence in situ hybridization techniques to image the complex spatial dynamics generated by
this two-protein system in vivo [39, 58, 63]. In an early study, cells were "born" with a single
copy of a plasmid positioned at mid-cell [39]. The single plasmid initiated replication soon







Figure 1.2: (A) A schematic showing the different nucleotide states of the ParA ATPase.
The slower steps in the phosphorylation cycle of the ParA-ATP complex are shown in dotted
lines. (B) A schematic for the ‘nucleation and caging’ mechanism for the formation of the
ParB-parS higher-order nucleoprotein complex. Credit: Debaugny et al., Molecular systems
biology (2018). (B) has been reproduced with permission from the owners.
rod-shaped cell concomitantly with an increase in cellular size until they found the quarter
length position near each pole. Following cellular division, each daughter cell received a
centrally positioned plasmid copy and the process of plasmid replication and segregation
repeated. Throughout this process, the GFP-tagged ParA-ATPase displayed polar oscilla-
tions while bound to the nucleoid scaffolding (Fig. 1.3A). These oscillations disappeared in
the absence of the ParB protein and the ParA-ATP was reported to form a stable helical
pattern on the nucleoid. This system of plasmid positioning and segregation was abrogated
for cells without the parA or parS loci. In cells whose division had been inhibited, the result
of the Par dynamics was to position the multiple plasmid copies equidistantly along the cell
length, each at the mid-point of the multiple nucleoid copies produced [39] (Fig. 1.3B).
A later study showed significantly more complex dynamics, through the simultaneous
tagging of three components, the ParA-ATP, the ParB-parS nucleoprotein associated with
plasmid copies, and the nucleoid. Within cells with a single copy the plasmids were observed
to move from pole to pole, out of phase with ParA protein concentration [58] (Fig. 1.3C).
These single plasmids replicated on their trajectory leading to altered dynamics due to the
additional plasmid. With two or more ParB-bound plasmids in a cell, the plasmids are
seen to perform quasi-oscillations, attracting and repelling each other through the dynamic
pattern of ParA-ATP on the nucleoid (Fig. 1.3D). Importantly, the ParA-ATP was found
to execute complex dynamics in addition to polar oscillations. Regions of high ParA-ATP
concentrations were observed to translocate in tandem with plasmid copies moving away





It is also worth noting that some cellular components (e.g.,
chemoreceptor arrays) preferentially localize at the cell pole
membranes. Any mechanism underlying such bipolar localiza-
tion could work as a potential partitioning mechanism because
each daughter cell inherits a cell pole from the mother cell
(Figure 3A, ‘‘bipolar localization’’). Such mechanisms do not
necessarily involve protein filaments. We will present several ex-
amples in a later section (see Functionalization of the Cell Poles).
Equidistant Distribution of Low-Copy-Number
Components
Segregating low-copy-number components to opposite ends of
the cell is not the only way to achieve proper partitioning.
Equidistant distribution of component copies along the long
axis of the cell will also ensure equal inheritance between
daughter cells (Figure 3A, ‘‘regular patterning’’). Such spatial
patterning has been reported for low-copy-number plasmids
(Adachi et al., 2006; Ebersbach et al., 2006; Lioy et al., 2015;
Sengupta et al., 2010), storage granules in C. crescentus,
Pseudomonas aeruginosa, and Pseudomonas putida (Galán
et al., 2011; Henry and Crosson, 2013; Racki et al., 2017),
cytoplasmic chemotaxis protein clusters in Rhodobacter
sphaeroides (Thompson et al., 2006), and carboxysomes (pro-
tein organelles for carbon fixation) in Synechococcus elongatus
(Savage et al., 2010).
The best-studied system driving such a striking spatial pattern
is the ParA/B partitioning system, which is expressed by many
Figure 3. Partitioning Cellular Components
(A) Partitioning of low-copy components. Different approaches ensure faithful partitioning of low-copy-number cellular components between daughter cells:
cytoskeleton-based active transport of component copies to opposite poles, as illustrated with the plasmid ParM/R system (top); localization of copies at
opposite poles (middle); regular distribution of copies along the long cell axis (bottom).
(B) ParA/B-driven segregation of plasmids and chromosomal ori. Current models of the ParA/B DNA partitioning system propose different sources of the
translocating force, which, together with the ParA/B biochemistry, drive oscillations of a single plasmid, regular patterning of multiple plasmid copies, and
segregation of chromosomal ori regions in some bacteria.
(C) Segregation of chromosomal ter regions. The hexameric FtsK translocase, which interacts with the division machinery, drives the translocation of
chromosomal ter regions acrosss the septal plane. FstK recognizes DNA sequences on the chromosome that have an ori-to-ter orientation, which determines the
directionality of DNA translocation across the septal plane.
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Figure 1.3: (A) Time-lapse immunoflorescence microscopy showing nucleoid-bound ParA-
GFP protein in an E. coli cell. Instances of perceived higher-order filamentous structures are
annotated with arrows. Time in minutes and scale bar = 1µm. Credit: Ebersbach et al. (2004)
[39] (B) E. coli cells treated with cephalexin to inhibit division form long filamentous cells
and show equidistant positioning of plasmid copies in the centre of multiple nucleoid copies.
Credit: Ebersbach et al. (2004) [39]. (C) Time-lapse phase-contrast microscopic images of
ParB-bound plasmids (red) following the dynamic concentration of nucleoid-bound ParA-
GFP (green) protein. Numbers are time in minutes. The last column shows the respective
kymographs of plasmid (red) a d maximum intensity of ParA-GFP signal (green). Credit:
Ringgaard et al. (2009) [58]. (D) Schematic showing the dynamics of single and multiple
plasmids due t changes in n cleoid-boun ParA concentrations. Credit: I. V. Surovtsev
and C. Jacobs-Wagner (2018) [32]. –All images are reproduced with permission from the
owners.
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There has been significant conflict over the exact mechanism by which ParA binds the
nucleoid. Initial imaging studies suggested that the ParA-ATP dimers polymerized into
cytoskeletal filaments that wrap themselves around the nucleoid in a helical structure and
cause the segregation of the replicated plasmids via a pulling mechanism [39, 58] (Fig. 1.3A).
This explanation was encouraged in part by the discovery of actin-type ATPases in prokary-
otic cells. Competing studies claimed that the ParA-ATP did not form higher-order struc-
tures and bound the nucleoid reversibly in its dimeric form with the plasmid segregation
occurring through a Brownian ratchet mechanism [61, 64]. Through total internal reflection
microscopy these studies showed that the ParA ATPase activity is a slow multistep process
with a significant delay in the creation of the ParA-ATP nucleotide state that could bind
the nucleoid. The authors hypothesized that this delay is key in the formation of sustained
gradients in the concentration of nucleoid-bound ParA-ATP following the stimulation of its
hydrolysis and subsequent release from the nucleoid by the partition complex. The liberated
ParA-ADP molecules diffuse within the cytoplasm, are re-phosphorylated and subsequently
rebind the nucleoid. As a result of these interactions, the partition complex moves towards
regions of higher bound ParA-ATP, leaving a wake of depleted ParA behind it. This wake
is eventually rebound by ParA as it is reconverted to ParA-ATP. A complete description
of this model along with the authors’ hypothesis about force generation is provided in the
next section.
Other Par systems relevant for plasmid segregation have also been identified. We do not
discuss them in this dissertation but a concise review can be found here [24]. In particular,
the low-copy R1 plasmids within E. coli rely on actin-like filamentous structures formed
by the ParM protein to initiate a segregation process which is reminiscent of a eukaryotic
mitotic spindle-like mechanism [65, 66].
1.4 Computational models for plasmid segregation
Based on the experimental evidence reviewed above, two models have emerged to explain the
mechanism that the ParABS system uses to segregate low-copy plasmids (Fig. 1.4). The key
differentiator between these two models is the specific nature of ParA-ATP binding to the
nucleoid: whether ParA-ATP polymerizes into filaments as it binds the nucleoid or whether
it binds the nucleoid uniformly without forming higher-order structures. As reviewed before,
filament-based motility mechanisms involving actin-type ATPases and reaction-diffusion
based spatial mechanisms like in MinCDE had already been detected within bacterial cells.
These studies and the biochemical nature of ParA binding prompted these modelling efforts
and provided the underlying mechanistic explanations.
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1.4.1 The filament-pulling model
The filament-pulling model was proposed by one of the groups that observed the formation
of helical density patterns on the nucleoid [58]. The ParA-ATP dimers were proposed to
bind the nucleoid non-specifically and cooperatively and grow stochastically into a filament
until the filament reached a ParB-parS complex-associated plasmid. The ParB initiates a
switching of this growth and leads to the depolymerization of the ParA filament, while in
turn pulls the ParB-parS complex until a dissociation event. Thus, the cause of directional
movement in the plasmid and the process of transduction of chemical energy to mechan-
ical work was posited to be similar to eukaryotic actin-depolymerization processes, which
have a depolymerization force. Interestingly, stochastic simulations with a constant rate
of plasmid dissociation from a depolymerizing ParA filament were unable to replicate the
plasmid intensity profiles obtained in vivo. This led the authors to detail a model with a
variable plasmid dissociation probability, dependent on the ParA filament length. In this
model, the dissociation rate was inversely related to the length of the attached filament such
that plasmids were less likely to fall off longer filaments compared to short ones. This was
proposed to be due to bunching of protofilaments to create longer ParA filaments which
would have a reduced rate of plasmid dissociation compared to smaller, less-dense bunches
of protofilaments. This model was successful at reproducing the directional motion of single
plasmids as well as the complex plasmid trajectory patterns of multiple plasmids. The fila-
ment model captured varied dynamics such as the segregation of two plasmids in opposite
directions, movement of replicated plasmids in the same direction, and the stationarity of
one plasmid and movement of another. Along with an explanation for the observed ParA
density profiles this model was also able to replicate the equidistant positioning of multiple
plasmids within the same cell.
Later studies and the in vitro reconstitution of the purified system, however, have found
no evidence of the creation of higher-order structures while binding [64]. Furthermore, the
observation of the helical ParA density pattern has been related to the underlying nucleoid
structure to which it binds [11].
1.4.2 The diffusion-ratchet model
The other model proposes that ParA dimers bind uniformly over the nucleoid surface and
that the ParB-associated plasmid moves directionally via a diffusion-ratchet mechanism
[61, 64]. The authors highlight the three necessary and sufficient conditions for the ParABS
components to create a system of directional transport: a nucleoid matrix which limits dif-
fusion of the ParA-ATP; a conformational-change-controlled ParA protein that binds the
nucleoid; and the ParA-ATP hydrolysis-stimulating ParB protein. The ParB-parS parti-
tion complex moves towards higher concentrations of nucleoid-bound ParA-ATP due to its




Figure 1.4: Schematics of two models that try to explain the bidirectional movement of two
plasmids. (A) Schematic representation of the ‘filament-pulling’ model proposed by Ring-
gaard et al. ParA-ATP dimers (green) bind the nucleoid as filamentous structures. ParB
associated partition complex (blue) causes the deploymerization of these ParA filaments and
the resulting depolymerization force pulls at the complex directionally. The released ParA
proteins undergo phosphorylation in the cytoplasm and rebind the nucleoid via polymeriza-
tion after a time delay. (B) Schematic representation of the ‘Brownian ratchet’ mechanism
proposed by Vecchiarelli et al. ParA-ATP dimers bind the nucleoid randomly without form-
ing any higher-order structures. A chemotactic adhesive force guides ParB partition complex
towards higher ParA concentration causing the hydrolysis of the ParA-ATP into cytoplas-
mic ParA-ADP. The nucleotide exchange causes a time delay such that ParA-ATP binds
the entire nucleoid uniformly. Credit: M. Howard and K. Gerdes (2010) [67]. –All images
are reproduced with permission from the owners.
chemical gradient in its concentration. This chemical gradient is sustained in the short term
due to the lack of surface diffusivity for nucleoid-bound ParA and also due to a time delay
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in the nucleotide cycle for the cytosolic ParA-ADP to convert into ParA-ATP and rebind
the nucleoid. This delay ensures that the cytosolic ParA-ADP diffuses over the entire cell
volume and there is a constant rate of rebinding of the ParA-ATP protein, sustaining the
local chemical gradient around the partition complex. The partition complex then moves
directionally towards higher ParA-ATP concentrations in a ‘diffusive ratcheted’ motion. A
chemotactic force is hypothesized to exist between the two proteins that biases the oth-
erwise free diffusion of ParB-bound DNA [68]. Although this model provided a detailed
microscopic mechanism for the translocation of a plasmid based on biochemical evidence,
it did not provide details on the equipositioning of multiple plasmids in a single cell or the
bidirectional motion of replicated plasmids.
Later work posited that the underlying fluctuations of the nucleoid were the source of
the translocating force [62]. In this model, termed the DNA-relay model, the authors hy-
pothesized that individual ParA-ATP dimers bound to DNA loci and experienced a local
harmonic potential due to the elastic properties of the underlying chromosome. The fluctu-
ations of the nucleoid were found to be on the order of σ ∼ 100 nm, giving a corresponding
spring with a spring constant of kT/σ2 ∼ 1 µN/m. Thus, a single DNA-bound ParA-ATP
dimer, if bound, could exert a force of ∼0.1 pN on the ParB-partition complex at a distance
of 100 nm. Multiple such associations could easily produce the pN force required to translo-
cate the larger ParB complex. The resulting stochastic simulations of multiple partition
complex copies based on this model showed quasi-oscillations, but it was unclear if these
were due to stochastic influences or genuine oscillatory behaviour.
1.5 In vitro reconstitution of the ParABS system
Progress towards understanding the mechanism underlying the ParABS system was dra-
matically improved by the in vitro reconstitution of the system in 2014 [69]. Vecchiarelli et
al. were able to reproduce directional motion for purified ParB protein-coated micron sized
beads constrained to move along a DNA coated flow-cell bound by purified ParA.
In their initial attempt, SopB (a ParB homologue encoded by F plasmids in E. coli)
protein-coated beads were observed to bind the SopA (ParA homologue encoded by F
plasmids) protein bound to a DNA coated flow-cell surface [70]. However, these beads
were unable to maintain continuous contact with the surface. They diffused into the buffer
solution after stimulating ATP hydrolysis of the bound SopA and creating a depletion zone
in the vicinity of their initial association. In a subsequent attempt, bead escape was inhibited
by magnetically constraining the micron sized beads to remain near the plane of the flow-
cell [69] (Fig. 1.5A). This physical constraint restricted bead rolling and was sufficient to
produce a spectrum of dynamics that included highly directed and processive motion with
an average speed of 0.1 µm/s (Fig. 1.5B).
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The experiment was able to confirm previous hypothesized aspects of the two-protein
system. It was able to show the successful mechanochemical coupling between two distinct
processes, the creation of ParA gradients and the movement of ParB-bound complexes in
response to these gradients, in order to produce directed motion of the ParB-bound complex.
The translocation force on the ParB coated beads was claimed to arise from an adhesive
chemophoresis force [68]. Individual ParA dimers bound to the DNA could associate weakly
with individual ParB proteins forming transient ParA-ParB bonds. This interaction caused
the ATP hydrolysis of the involved ParA dimers, causing them to diffuse into the buffer
solution, creating a spatial gradient in the concentration of DNA-bound ParA protein in
the vicinity of the ParB complex. Following this degradation, the ParB protein would move
towards regions of higher ParA concentration in search of binding more ParA while lowering
the free energy of the system, thus, translocating upwards on a spatial ParA gradient. The
combination of ParA degradation and ParB translocation produced processive directional
motion compared to the control beads with no protein coating (Fig. 1.5C). The directed
motion of the Par system was now proposed to arise from a Brownian ratchet-like mechanism
inside the cell, where randomly bound ParA dimers on the nucleoid surface could bias the
diffusive motion of a ParB associated partition complex.
Significantly, this mechanism is distinct from the Turing reaction diffusion processes
that lead to pattern formation. Those mechanisms rely on the differences in diffusivities of
composite proteins within different media and chemical conformational changes in the con-
stituent proteins to form spatial instabilities, leading to self-organized patterning [71]. These
reaction diffusion mechanisms are also capable of producing stable equidistant protein con-
centration peaks [4], which mimic the arrangement of multi-copy plasmids in vivo, but such
protein concentration peaks are formed of incoming and outgoing fluxes of proteins which
is distinct from the positioning of a mass-conserved protein cluster. The ParABS system
does involve the ParA protein, which has different cytosolic and DNA-bound diffusivities
based on its nucleotide state but the other protein, ParB, self-associates into a higher-order
complex which requires a dedicated mechanism for its transport due to its large size. There
is no recorded observation of cytosolic ParB affecting the concentration or activity of the
nucleoid associating ParB-partition complex. As a result, the ability of the ParABS system
to cause directional motion is immune to significant changes in the cytosolic diffusivity of
the ParA protein [69]. Thus, the ParABS system qualifies as a molecular motor system
instead of a self-organizing protein pattern formation.
Based on their observations the authors also hypothesized other aspects of the in vivo
system. For example, given the required coupling between ParA degradation and ParB-
bead translocation, it was predicted that this method would likely fail for cargoes of higher
diffusivities that might move too fast to clear a continuous wake in the ParA protein.
Thus, this segregation machinery was an effective translocation mechanism for larger cargo





Figure 1.5: (A) The experimental set up of Vecchiarelli et al. SopA (ParA) proteins (green)
bind the surface of the DNA-carpeted flow-cell (grey). SopC (parS) coated micron sized
beads (red) attract SopB (ParB) and are constrained to move over this carpet due to an
externally applied magnetic field. TIRFM time-lapse images show the directional motion
of the SopC coated bead. (B) Sample trajectories of beads in the presence of Sop proteins
compared to sample trajectories of the control experiment without the Sop system. (C)
Quantitative measurement of bead motion. The mean squared displacement shows clear
evidence of directional displacement compared to freely diffusive control beads (left). Di-
rected bead trajectories were rotated to achieve maximal projection along x axis and are
plotted as a function of time (right). Credit: Vecchiarelli et al. (2014) [69]. –All images are
reproduced with permission from the owners.
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nucleoid within the cell. The authors also highlighted the importance of confinement in
for this transport mechanism, arguing that cargo motion occurred despite and due to the
presence of the dense nucleoid.
This was a landmark experiment that proved the self-sufficiency of the two-protein sys-
tem as a generator of directed motion at mesoscales. However, it raised multiple questions
regarding the effective ranges of system parameters that allowed the mechanochemical cou-
pling between the two proteins for the in vivo as well as in vitro systems. What were the
associated protein concentrations that allowed this behaviour? How did this mechanism
lead to equidistant spacing of multiple plasmids on a single nucleoid? What other partition
complex dynamics can be expected from this two-protein system? What are the time scales
and length scales associated with this local ParA concentration gradient? The goal of this
thesis is to investigate these questions through the computational modelling of the ParABS
system.
1.6 Segregation of chromosomal ori
A comparative genomics study of over 400 bacteria strains found that the ParA type par
locus was conserved in over two-thirds of the chromosomes considered [72]. Despite this, the
role played by the ParABS system in segregating chromosomes is relatively understudied.
In fact, experimental evidence shows that the ParABS system may not be necessary for
chromosomal segregation by showing viability in mutations without the locus [52, 73, 74].
Chromosomal segregation is a highly complex process involving many steps: initiation
of replication, segregation of replication origins (‘ori’), segregation of the nucleoid bulk, and
segregation of the ‘ter’ regions. The diversity in the organization of chromosomes prior to
cell division as well as the large bulk of each chromosome copy also account for increased
complexity of the operation. So far the ParABS system has been observed to assist directly
in few segregation machineries. For example, Vibrio cholerae contains two circular chromo-
somes on average per cell, the larger of which has been shown to segregate directionally
using the specific ParABS system it encodes [75]. ParA protein concentration has been ob-
served to build up, starting from the pole opposite the pole at which replication is initiated,
until it reaches the vicinity of the origin-bound ParB-parS complex. Reaching the ParB
protein triggers a decline in the concentration buildup of ParA. This retreat of ParA is
closely followed by the physical translocation of the chromosomal ori close to the parS site
until it reaches the opposite pole. What leads to the polar growth of the ParA concentration
or what causes the chromosome to remain associated to the pole is yet unknown.
The most extensive studies investigating the role of the ParABS system in chromosomal
segregation have been performed on Caulobacter crescentus cells. Because the C. crescen-
tus chromosome is replicated just once per cell cycle, it is a model system for exploring
chromosome segregation. The single chromosome is tethered to a pole in the mother cell
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when replication is initiated and the second copy begins directed motion towards the other
pole soon after origin replication (Fig. 1.6A). Initial evidence of the role of the ParABS
system was recognized when origin-proximal parS sites on the replicated chromosome were
determined to be the sites of force exertion [76]. Using in vivo microscopy it was shown that
increasing the distance of parS sites from the origin delayed the initiation of the physical
segregation process until the site was replicated. Similar to V. cholerae, the ParA distribu-
tion goes from the opposite pole towards the pole with the replicated origin. The replicated
origin rapidly and directionally moves along this asymmetric ParA gradient causing the
ParA distribution to recede towards the pole. Interestingly, the lack of ParA protein in mu-
tants is observed to affect only the later stages of chromosomal segregation [77]. The force
underlying the translocation of the chromosome origin has been proposed to arise from the
fluctuations of the DNA that binds the ParA, where ParA tethers the dynamic partition
complex as well as provides the translocating force [10]. Thus, studies have shown that
chromosomal segregation is a multi-step process wherein the different components of the
ParABS system are utilized for specific sub-processes (Fig. 1.6B). Similar to mechanisms for
plasmid segregation, the ParABS system is engaged in directed motion of the ParB complex
through a Brownian ratchet mechanism via its biochemical association with ParA protein
[42]. The creation of an ParA gradient along the length of the cell, commencing at the pole
opposite the replication pole, however, is a key distinction.
Recent super-resolution microscopy work has highlighted the differences between the
dynamics of two F plasmids in E. coli and two segregating chromosome origins within B.
subtilis in cells with equal nucleoid length [11]. This has provided experimental comparisons
between plasmid placement and chromosome segregation for the first time on a nucleoid
of fixed size. While the pair of F plasmids segregate and settle near quarter-length posi-
tions, the B. subtilis chromosome origins were found closer to the nucleoid poles during the
process of separation (Fig. 1.6C). Additionally, while the plasmids are centred axially the
chromosome origins are offset in the radial direction. Previous studies have suggested that
the ParABS system, in conjunction with other complexes, may be the driving mechanism
behind the chromosome ori-ter oscillations observed in Bacillus subtilis [78] but this has not
been proven. Thus, although plasmids and chromosomes encode similar par loci which have
been detected to be crucial for segregation, the extent to which the segregation machinery
is controlled by this system and its effect on the dynamics of partition complexes are not
yet well understood.
In addition to the examples above, the ParABS system is also involved indirectly in repli-
cation initiation [79, 80], and chromosomal organization in other bacteria like P. aeruginosa
[81, 82, 83]. It should be noted that E. coli and Mycoplasma chromosomes do not encode
the ParABS system, and instead entropic effects and SMCs have been credited with segre-
gation activity [38]. A detailed review of the different processes that lead to chromosomal





Figure 1.6: (A) A schematic showing the different components involved in the organization
and segregation of the two C. crescentus chromosomes. Credit: Wang et al. (2013) [36]. (B)
Segregation of the two chromosomal ori in C. crescentus is a rapid multistep process where
the ParABS system is involved in the later stages of directed motion. Credit: Lim et al.
(2014) [10] (C) Super-resolution microscopy images show the localization of two F plasmids
in E. coli and two segregating chromosomal ori in B. subtilis. Credit: Le Gall et al. (2016)
[11] –All images are reproduced with permission from the owners.
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components of the ParABS system, in conjunction with various other protein complexes,
detailed studies on individual bacteria are required to disentangle the specific action of this
two-protein system.
1.7 Highly polyvalent rotational DNA motors
With the discovery of motor proteins such as kinesin, myosin and dynein that convert chem-
ical energy into mechanical work using conformational change, researchers set out to design
synthetic versions of these systems. These attempts have a dual purpose: to understand
the physical principles that guide motion, and to engineer novel nano-machines which can
transmit cargo or generate forces at sub-micron scales. DNA has proved to be a recurring
choice for the construction of these motors because of its programmability: its ability to
self-assemble and catalyze based on specific rules [85]. Multiple DNA-based nanomachines
have been designed in the last two decades that have been successful in replicating direc-
tional motion autonomously, without any external flow or field [86, 87]. These synthetic
machines, called ‘molecular spiders’ usually consist of a diffusive cargo hub attached to two
or more ‘legs’ of variable lengths which interact with a complementary substrate or track.
This substrate interaction leads to transient anchoring of the cargo hub via a ‘leg’ until
the substrate is converted to a product and the ‘leg’ is released. A difference in residence
times on product sites from unvisited substrate sites leads to an affinity for unvisited sub-
strate sites, pulling the spider away from its starting point leading to superdiffusion. A
subcategory of these random DNA walkers, called burnt bridge Brownian ratchets (BBRs)
or ‘lawnmowers,’ cleave visited sites with a finite probability such that they do not revisit
them. In the limit of this probability being 1 their movement becomes purely unidirectional
in one dimension and self-avoiding in two dimensions [88, 89, 90, 91, 92, 93]. The BBR
mechanism has been experimentally realized with high tunability using DNA motors. The
degree of directionality is decided by the probability of cleaving, with high cleavage leading
to highly directional but not very processive motors. In naturally occurring biological sys-
tems like the ParABS system discussed in previous sections, the cleaved substrate can be
renewed through chemical processes like rebinding or surface diffusion. This system quali-
fies to be a BBR as long as there is sufficient time-delay in the substrate renewal process,
allowing the diffusive movement of the partition complex to be ratcheted. In this thesis
we shall show how an increase in the substrate renewal process can destroy the directional
BBR movement.
Extensive computational and theoretical work has shown that a variety of motility mech-
anisms cause directed motion despite relying on the same biochemical interaction. These
motility patterns depend primarily on polyvalency, diffusivity and the kinetics of substrate
cleaving. At high polyvalency (number of ‘legs’), the motor hub is transported due to con-
tinuous adhesion to the substrate and this mechanism is termed as ‘chemophoresis’ or
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‘autochemophoresis’ [68, 94, 95]. At low polyvalency, BBRs translocate by biased diffusion
which is a result of longer resting times on uncleaved substrate [96, 97, 98]. In addition,
studies have also focused on relating system parameters like stepping styles [96], motor size
and shape [93, 99], rates of substrate regeneration [94], interaction energies and length-
scales [94, 100], substrate elasticity and dimensionality [62, 98], and length of the motor
‘legs’ [98, 100] to quantities of interest in molecular motors studies, like velocity, force,
motor processivity and bias.
Recently constructed, a synthetic, autonomous, highly polyvalent DNA (HPDM) monowheel
which cleaves a complementary RNA substrate has recorded higher force and velocity gen-
eration than previously known synthetic DNA-based motors [101, 102] (Fig. 1.7A). The
translocating monowheel is found to clear a wake in the complementary RNA monolayer
on the addition of RNaseH (Fig. 1.7B). The authors propose that the underlying transport
mechanism is a cog-and-wheel rotation by eliminating the case of hopping (intermittent
contact with the RNA monolayer) because of the continuity in the formation of the wake.
They further eliminate the case of sliding (continuous contact between monowheel and RNA
monolayer without rotation) by blocking the free DNA on the monowheel prior to adding
the RNase H and concluding that the observed free diffusion is due to an inability to roll.
The velocity histograms of these HPDM’s show a bimodal distribution, where the slower
mode is associated with instances of physical ‘entrapment’, wherein the HPDM circles into
its own wake (Fig. 1.7C). Other results include the reduction in the mean velocity of the
HPDM’s on reducing the pH of the experimental media, which affects the rate of RNase
activity. The corresponding velocity distribution is shown in Fig. 1.7D. Finally, the velocity
remains the same for monowheels of different sizes but the reported bimodal distribution
alters (Fig. 1.7E).
This motor’s ability to roll on the complementary substrate along with a very high
motor-substrate bond polyvalency are key features that distinguish it from conventional
walker-type DNA motors (mostly bipedal or multivalent) and models for the Par partition-
ing complex (polyvalent but translational). For translational motors, processivity increases
due to high polyvalency but this comes at the cost of speed as older motor-substrate bonds
need to cleave as new ones are created to allow linear translocation [86]. The authors claim
that their rotational motor overcomes these trade-offs due to its small footprint, very high
polyvalency and fast chemical turnover of motor-substrate bonds. We note that the highly
polyvalent micron sized reconstituted ParA-ParB protein coated beads also produce simi-
lar speeds and processivity despite being magnetically confined to remain translational [69].
This raises key questions: what are the microscopic chemical kinetics and interaction poten-
tial trade-offs that favour rotation over adhesive translation at high polyvalency? How does
motor size affect the translocation speed? What is the effect of a transition between rolling
and translation, if it exists, on the speed of the motor? What leads to the different ‘states’ of







Figure 1.7: (A) A schematic showing the experimental set up of Yehl et al. A DNA coated
micro particle binds complementary RNA monolayer on a gold film. Addition of RNase H
leads to bond hydrolysis causing the DNA coated micro particle to roll. (B) Representative
brightfield (BF) microscopy image constructed from a time-lapse movie that tracked a sin-
gle particle (blue) showing regions of entrapment (red). (C) Histogram analysis of particle
velocity for each five second interval for track segments shown in (C). Entrapped segments
(red) lead to lower average velocity compared to not entrapped segments (blue). (D) His-
togram analysis of particle velocity in 5 second intervals as a function of increasing pH,
effectively increasing catalytic rates. Inset shows increasing mean velocity as a function of
pH. (E) Histogram analysis of particle velocity in 5 second intervals for two different sizes
of the micro particle. Credit: Yehl et al. (2016). [101]. –All images are reproduced with
permission from the owners.
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mechanism how do system parameters lead to the varied and distinct translocation mech-
anisms? In this thesis, by constructing a coarse grained minimal model which is capable of
all these transport mechanisms, we attempt to provide a roadmap for the dynamics of BBR
motion.
1.8 Thesis Organization
In this chapter we have reviewed the Par protein system and the evidence of its control
over DNA segregation in bacteria. We discussed the two main competing models explaining
the underlying mechanism and the process of energy transduction for the Par system– the
filament-pulling model and the Brownian ratchet model. Next, we reviewed the landmark
ParABS reconstitution experiment that lends support to the Brownian ratchet mechanism
for directed transport. Finally, we discussed a recently constructed synthetic rotational BBR
monowheel composed of DNA. The goal of this thesis will be to study biophysical models
for the ParABS system, both in vivo and in vitro and how these models can be used to help
guide the design of synthetic BBR systems.
In chapter 2, we provide a deterministic model for the in vitro ParABS experiment based
on the Brownian ratchet mechanism [69], which complements prior modelling work on the
in vivo system. We consider the ParB decorated bead to be an over-damped particle under
the influence of attractive forces from ParA proteins and show that the bead attains motion
with constant speed, as shown experimentally. The system parameters that determine this
speed are the ParA concentration, the ratio of the range of the ParA-ParB interaction force
to that of ParA removal by ParB. Interestingly the bead can attain a maximum speed which
depends on this ratio. Including ParA renewal leads to two regimes in the dynamics of the
bead and is physically analogous to including surface diffusion of bound ParA. This work
was published in 2015 [94].
In Chapter 3, we extend our previous model to include multiple copies of the ParB
partition complex interacting with a finite sized ParA substrate. The aim is to understand
whether observed plasmid oscillations are stochastic perturbations about a stable position
or deterministic oscillations. We show how the collective dynamics of multiple ParB com-
plexes depend on the following parameters: the substrate (nucleoid) length, number of ParB
complexes, the total amount of ParA, the hydrolysis rate, and the ratio of the lengthscale
of the force with which ParA attracts ParB to the lengthscale of ParB-stimulated ParA re-
moval. We find an interesting phenomenon occurring due to the dual constraints of limited
ParA availability and finite substrate sizes where plasmid replication events and increases in
substrate sizes (like in a regular cell cycle) leads to transitions between oscillatory motion
and stable positioning. Again, experimentally testable predictions are provided that can
help verify the true nature of collective motion via the BBR mechanism. By extending our
model to two dimensions with limited ParA resources, a variety of spatial patterns can be
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generated through the simple interaction of two proteins on a finite substrate. These results
show the versatility of the Par system in orchestrating various spatial patterns in different
bacterial cells despite having only two proteins linked through a simple Brownian ratchet
biochemistry. The results of this work were published in 2019 [99].
In Chapter 4, we present a stochastic model for a highly polyvalent monowheel [101]. Our
model motor is capable of all observed BBR dynamics: adhesive translation, biased diffusion,
free diffusion as well as rolling through its interaction with a complementary substrate. By
modulating the motor’s size, the chemical rate of cleaving of the motor-substrate bonds,
and the interaction strength between the motor and substrate, we find regions of parameter
space in which there is superdiffusive motion. We also quantify the motor’s rolling (with
general applicability to rotational particles) and find its dependence on size and chemistry.
We present results from ensemble-averaged mean squared displacement analysis to study
the time-dependent behaviour of this motor and compare it to a stochastic multivalent
translational motor. Finally, we explore trajectory heterogeneity using statistical methods,
find distinct motility modes in the macroscopic motion of the motor, and relate them to
collective behaviour at the microscopic level. The results presented in this Chapter have
been prepared into a manuscript for submission in 2021 [103].
In Chapter 5, I summarize my thesis and provide a discussion on complementary com-
putational models, placing my models in context. In addition, I outline future investigations
and improvements to the models discussed in this thesis that can help understand the mech-
anism underlying other biological or synthetic systems based on the burnt bridge Brownian
ratchet mechanism. A collaborative effort to show the effect of substrate elasticity on the
dynamics of the highly polyvalent rotational motor was published in 2020 [104].
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Chapter 2
A deterministic model for the
ParABS system
2.1 Introduction
In many bacteria the Type I (or Walker A-type) Par protein system is responsible for ac-
tively segregating DNA during replication. Multiple experiments on par− mutants have
highlighted the crucial role played by this system in positioning low-copy plasmids equidis-
tantly along the length of the cell as well as in effective chromosome translocation following
replication. As detailed in Chapter 1, the exact mechanism by which the ParABS system
generates directed transport is not entirely resolved.
In Section 1.5 of Chapter 1 we review the in vitro ParABS experiments which have
shown that a ParB covered magnetic bead can move with constant speed over a DNA covered
substrate that is bound by ParA [69]. It has been suggested that the formation of a gradient
in ParA and a chemotactic force between the two proteins biases the otherwise free diffusion
of ParB-bound DNA to move up a ParA concentration gradient [68]. However, how does this
gradient form and what are the system parameters that affect this gradient and the resulting
motion? The authors have also proposed that a time-delay in the ATPase activity of the
bound ParA is essential for the ratcheting of the diffusive ParB covered magnetic bead [61].
Given that ParA protein concentrations have been observed to oscillate in vivo and rebind
the nucleoid, how does the mechanism of ParA recovery affect the dynamics of the ParB
bead? In a bid to resolve the contentious question of the nature of ParA-nucleoid binding,
recent computational work has argued that the precise nature of how ParA binds to the
nucleoid surface is inconsequential for the positioning of plasmids in vivo [105]. It shows that
the plasmid’s ability to move along a gradient in ParA concentration is sufficient to explain
their resulting positioning. Simultaneously, a study modelling chromosome segregation ruled
out freely diffusing ParB complex biased by ParA concentrations by computing that such a
mechanism was insufficient to generate the observed speed of the partition complex [10]. It
suggested that an additional translocating force, in addition to pure diffusion, was required
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and hypothesized that chromosome elasticity could provide this force through transient
associations between ParB and chromosome-bound ParA.
In this chapter we develop a completely deterministic model for the operation of the
in vitro ParA-ParB system. We consider the ParB decorated bead to be an over-damped
particle under the influence of additional attractive forces from ParA proteins on the sur-
face (see Fig. 2.1). As shown experimentally, beads experiencing directed motion had little
diffusion [69], and so we consider the bead’s motion to be completely deterministic and
proportional to this chemical force. ParA kinetics on the surface is also completely deter-
ministic and is driven by the presence of the bead which removes ParA within its vicinity.
The only noise we consider is in the initial spatial distribution of ParA and we find that
this is sufficient to generate a spontaneous ParA gradient which can drive the motion of the
bead. We find that the bead moves with constant speed, and that its speed depends on the
ratio of the lengthscale over which the ParA exerts a force on the ParB to the lengthscale
over which the ParB stimulates ParA hydrolysis. Interestingly, we find that the bead can
attain a maximum speed which depends on this ratio. If the initial ParA distribution is
completely homogenous and without any static spatial noise the bead would not move.
We also consider ParA rebinding to the surface since in the in vitro experiment, depleted
ParA regions would recover once the bead had moved away. ParA surface diffusion could
also serve as a possible mechanism for recovery of ParA. By making assumptions about the
limited ability of the DNA to bind ParA dimers, we find that there are two regimes for
ParA recovery on the surface: undersaturated, where there are excess binding sites on the
DNA for ParA or saturated, where there is more free ParA than there are binding sites
on the surface. We find that in the undersaturated regime, persistent acceleration of the
bead is possible. In the saturated regime, depending on the rate of rebinding and the degree
of ParA cooperativity, the bead can be made to stall. From our modelling we find that
distinguishing cooperative binding or ParA surface diffusion from that of non-cooperative
rebinding using the current in vitro assay would be challenging as their effects on bead
motion are all qualitatively similar. The model does make predictions that could be readily
testable using the in vitro system and suggests ways to tune the operation of the ParA-ParB
system.
2.2 Model
In Fig. 2.1 we show a schematic of our minimal model for the in vitro ParA-ParB system.
In the experiment by Vecchiarelli et al. [69], a ParB decorated bead was put into contact
with a surface that was covered with strands of DNA on which ParA-ATP was bound.
The observed motion of the bead was predominantly directional with high processivity, and
so we begin by considering a 1D model for the system. We represent the surface-bound
ParA-ATP with a concentration, a(x, τ). It is initialized with a mean concentration that
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fluctuates uniformly from position to position with a magnitude δa. The bead of radius R
is located at a position xp, and we assume there is a central force that acts on it due to the
interactions between ParA-ATP and ParB. ParB on the bead also stimulates the removal of
ParA-ATP in the vicinity of the bead. We assume that bead motion is in the overdamped
regime so that the drag force balances the net force due to ParA-ParB interaction. Both the
chemotactic force and the rate of removal decay with distance from the centre of the bead.
In the absence of ParA recovery, through either ParA rebinding or through the diffusion of
ParA from neighbouring sites, the system dynamics for our minimal model are given by the
following deterministic equations (for further details, see Section 2.5):
∂a(x, τ)
∂τ















Figure 2.1: Schematic illustration of the ParA-ParB model. A ParB decorated bead of radius
R is attracted by a central force to surface-bound ParA at a location, x, with a concentration
given by a(x, τ). This force decays with distance from the bead. The position of the bead
is given by xp, and we assume that its speed is proportional to the total force acting on it.
Here the parameter A0 combines several system parameters: the initial mean ParA
concentration, the amount of ParB on a bead, the ParA-ParB interaction force, and the
drag on the bead (see Section 2.5). The parameter c is the ratio of the lengthscale over which
the bead removes nearby ParA-ATP to the lengthscale over which it experiences a force
due to the surface-bound ParA. We assume that both the rate of removal and force decay
as Gaussian functions and c is the ratio of their standard deviations σr and σf respectively.
An estimate for these two lengthscales can be inferred from several experimental ob-
servations. First, it was found from in vivo measurements that active motion of plasmids
require a ratio of ParB to ParA of around 5 to 1 (there are about 580 ParB-bound proteins
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to 120 ParA in a cell [10]). We assume that the in vitro system requires a similar ratio to
generate motion of the ParB decorated beads. The experiment conducted by Vecchiarelli
et al. [69] estimates the number of ParB molecules on a bead that can interact with ParA
on the surface to be 4800. They also found the number of ParA molecules present per
square micron on the surface near the bead to be 400. Given the required ratio of ParA
to ParB molecules, a bead with 4800 ParB molecules would need to interact with ∼ 1000
ParA molecules to generate motion. Given the ParA molecule surface density, 1000 ParA
molecules would cover 1000/400 ∼ 2.5 µm2 of the surface leading to an effective force range,
σf ∼ 0.9µm. From the experiment, it was also observed that the radius over which the bead
removed ParA from the surface (σr in our model) was on average 225 nm. Thus given these
experimental observations, we estimate that c = σr/σf ∼ 0.2-0.4 given the lower and upper
bounds on the measured values. As we will show below, this value for c is sufficient for
generating directed motion of a bead.
2.3 Results
2.3.1 Spatial noise in bound ParA is sufficient to initiate bead motion
The only source of noise in our system is in the initial conditions that describe the ParA
concentration at every point. Starting with the bead at rest, integrating the above deter-
ministic equations shows that after an initial time lag the bead begins to move (Fig. 2.2A).
This lag period has also been observed in the in vitro experiments [69]. The cause of this
movement is the non-zero net force that builds along a particular direction due to the noise
in the initial bound ParA distribution which breaks the symmetry around the bead. As the
bead travels it removes ParA-ATP, leaving a wake behind itself and creating a gradient in
the concentration of bound ParA (Fig. 2.2B). Due to the initial time lag, during which the
bead establishes asymmetry and is stationary, it clears out higher concentrations of ParA
than when the bead is set into motion. This effect can be clearly observed for the A0 = 1
case in Fig. 2.2B. Since the bead is over-damped it has no inertia from its previous step,
and movement along the chosen direction is sustained because the backward pulling force
due to the ParA behind the bead is less than that due to the ParA in front.
In two dimensions, a similar lag period is observed during which the bead reduces the
ParA concentration symmetrically around its initial position (Fig. 2.3B). After symmetry
breaking the bead maintains motion along a particular direction as the attractive forces
along the sides of the bead roughly cancel out whereas the forward motion is sustained due
to the depleted concentration behind the moving bead.
2.3.2 Dependence of bead’s speed on system parameters
For the model given by Eqs. 2.1-2.2, following the symmetry breaking the bead attains a
uniform speed as can be seen by the linear displacement of the bead with time (Fig. 2.2A).
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Figure 2.2: (A) Bead displacement versus time shows an initial lag period where there is
no movement. At later times, the bead attains a constant speed as evidenced by the linear
increase of displacement with time. The speed is larger for the system with larger A0. (B)
Simulated ParA profiles for a bead starting at xp = 0 are shown after 450 time steps. The
simulation with higher average initial ParA shows greater bead displacement. (C) The speed
of the bead is directly proportional to A0 and does not depend on the magnitude of noise.
The error bars for each point are calculated from 100 simulations. The value of c for these
simulations is 0.5.
The average speed is independent of the magnitude of the noise in the initial ParA distri-
bution (Fig. 2.2C), though we find that the standard deviation of the speed does increase
with the noise level. We also find by increasing A0 (for example by increasing the initial
mean ParA concentration) and keeping c fixed the bead’s speed increased. The constant of
proportionality between speed and A0 is found to be dependent on c (Fig. 2.3A).
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Given that the bead attains a uniform speed we analytically solved Eqs. 2.1-2.2 in this
limit (see Section 2.5). The steady state ParA distribution for a bead moving with constant
speed was found that was then used to solve for the steady state net force acting on the
bead (Fig. 2.8). This force balances the drag force on the bead moving at constant speed,
v, that leads to a non-linear equation that can be solved for the speed in terms of the two
free parameters, A0 and c.
In Fig. 2.3A, we show that the analytical results for the predicted speed, v, as a function
of c, match well with the simulated results found from integrating Eqs. 2.1-2.2. We observe
that the speed of the bead is maximized at a particular value of c for a fixed value of A0 and
this value of c at which the speed is maximized changes with changing A0. The presence of
a maximum speed was not unexpected, since in the limit c → 0, no ParA is removed and
hence there is no motion and when c → 1, too much ParA is removed and the gradient is
weakened, lessening the speed.
The two-dimensional simulation shows a typical trajectory on a 2D substrate that has a
noisy initial distribution of ParA (see Fig. 2.2B). Now the bead can spontaneously move in
any direction and moves roughly in a directed fashion over the surface. Similar dependences
on A0 and c were also found. The analytical solution was extended to 2D by considering the
entire speed of the bead to be along an axis (see Section 2.5 for details). It predicted similar
features of maximum speed at a particular value of c, which was confirmed by simulation.
Interestingly, in 1D the bead attains higher speeds for lower values of c as compared to
the 2D system (comparing Fig. 2.3A and Fig. 2.3C). This can be intuitively understood as
follows: when c . 0.3 on a 2D surface the wake of reduced ParA behind the bead is smaller
than the bead’s effective radius, that determines the ParA force that attracts the bead.
This causes a backward pulling force component due to unremoved ParA behind the bead
in addition to the forward pulling force from ParA sites ahead of the bead in the direction
of motion. This backward force component decreases as c increases and the wake width
nears the effective bead radius. Eventually, this effect leads to the bead speed attaining a
maximum at higher values of c in 2D.
2.3.3 Including ParA rebinding leads to two dynamical regimes
Next we investigated the inclusion of ParA rebinding to a one-dimensional substrate of
finite length, L. We assumed that at each position x along the surface there was a certain
concentration of binding sites for ParA on the DNA substrate, d(x), whose average is D0,
and has a static spatial disorder of magnitude δd (see Fig. 2.4). We now also consider that
there is ParA in the buffer, given by the quantity ab(τ). Diffusion is quick in the buffer so
ParA concentration in the buffer does not depend on position. The amount of ParA in the
buffer and bound to the substrate is limited by the initial amount in the buffer which is set to
ab(0) = As. For non-cooperative binding of ParA to the substrate, rebinding depends on the
amount of unbound sites available at a given location, (d(x)−a(x, τ)), the rebinding rate, kr
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Figure 2.3: (A) Steady state speed of the bead as a function of c in 1D was calculated
analytically (see Section 2.5) for A0 = 0.5 (red line) and A0 = 1.0 (black line). Overlaid
are the results of numerical simulations for A0 = 0.5 (red circle) and A0 = 1.0 (black
circle) computed over 100 runs (error bars are the standard error of the mean). The speed
peaks at a particular value of c, which depends on the parameter A0. (B) Heat map of
the ParA concentration on a 2D substrate after 150 time steps for a bead starting at the
center. There was no rebinding in this simulation, and so the wake is clearly visible. (C)
Steady state speed of the bead as a function of c on a two-dimensional surface calculated
analytically (see Section 2.5) for A0 = 0.5 (red line) and A0 = 1.0 (black line).
and the amount of ParA in the buffer at time τ , ab(τ). We included cooperative rebinding
with a term that depends on the amount of ParA on the surface, and is governed by a
cooperative rate, kc. Including this favours rebinding to sites that possess larger amounts




= −e−(x−xp)2/2c2a(x, τ) + ab(τ)[d(x)− a(x, τ)][kr + kca(x, τ)]. (2.3)








2/2c2a(x, τ)− ab(τ)[d(x)− a(x, τ)][kr + kca(x, τ)]
)
/L (2.4)
Since the ParA released due to the bead diffuses rapidly in the buffer it adds to the free
concentration ab uniformly. As the ParA released by the bead is distributed over the entire
system, the system size (L) and rate of rebinding (kr) are coupled in our model. Increasing
the length of the system would effectively decrease the rate of rebinding as the ParA released
would be diluted over a larger area. The finite size effects of our model also become evident
when the bead nears a boundary of the surface. In the 1D model, on reaching an edge the
bead stopped there until the ParA concentration was recovered enough in its wake and then
it would begin to move back to the other end. In 2D, our model found that a bead would
change directions when it encountered a boundary but would never come to a halt, unlike
in 1D (Fig. 2.5).
Depending on the initial amount of ParA in the buffer, ab(τ = 0) = As, there are two
possible regimes defined by the quantity φ = As/D0: φ > 1 is the saturated regime where
there is an excess of ParA and φ < 1 in which the system is undersaturated, and there is
always an excess of binding sites for ParA.
When the system was initialized with limited ParA such that φ < 1, there was still the
possibility of further rebinding at every point. On introducing the bead into the system, a
spontaneous gradient forms and the bead starts traveling in a particular direction as in the
previous sections. As the sites in front of the bead along the direction of motion have the
capability to bind more ParA, the bound ParA attracting the bead increases in magnitude
and the bead gains further speed (Fig. 2.4B). Thus in the undersaturated regime, we predict
that it may be possible to observe persistent acceleration of the bead (Fig. 2.6A).
In the regime φ > 1, there is excess ParA in the buffer and during the equilibration
phase (before the ParB decorated bead is introduced), the bound ParA is nearly equal to
the saturating limit d(x) while free ParA in the buffer still remains. Bead motion in this
regime is similar to that described in the first section. A gradient in bound ParA forms
due to hydrolysis and because all sites ahead of the bead are saturated the gradient in
ParA concentration across the bead can not grow (Fig. 2.4C). Indeed, we find that the bead
attains a uniform speed, experiencing only an initial short burst of acceleration.
Within these two regimes a variety of bead behaviours can be observed on varying φ. In
the undersaturated regime, when φ 1 the bead accelerates persistently, never reaching a
saturated speed within the substrate length L. We carried out a simple analytical calculation
(see Section 2.5) in this limit to determine the dependence of the bead’s speed on time which
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Figure 2.4: (A) Schematic for the model including rebinding. Now the DNA surface is
described by a concentration of binding sites for ParA at a given position, d(x). From
position to position it varies around an average concentration of sites given by D0. Free
ParA in the buffer with concentration ab, can now bind to locations on the surface that
have unoccupied binding sites. (B) Simulated results for the time evolution of the surface-
bound ParA for φ = As/D0 < 1 (φ = 0.5) from τ = 60.0 (light blue) to τ = 100.0 (dark
blue). The amplitude of the bound ParA ahead of the bead along the direction of motion
rises with time, causing the bead’s speed to increase. (C) Simulated results of the time
evolution of the surface-bound ParA for φ > 1 (φ = 1.1) from τ = 40.0 (light blue) to
τ = 70.0 (dark blue). Since the surface is saturated the concentration of bound ParA ahead
of the bead remains constant in height leading to the bead moving with constant speed. For





Figure 2.5: (A) On a surface equilibrated with φ = 0.95 the bead commences motion at
x, y = 0.0, τ = 10 and creates a ParA wake behind itself (c = 0.5). (B) The ParA wake fills
up as released ParA rebinds to the ParA deficient regions with kr = 1.75 and the effect of
finite boundaries is observed as the bead reflects back into the ParA enriched zone as it is
directly attracted to it. Heat bars show ParA concentration in dimensionless units.
matched our simulation results (Fig. 2.9). For values of φ . 1 it is possible for the bead’s
speed to increase and saturate to a constant value. This happens when the bound ParA in
front of the bead rises to saturate all the binding sites. In the oversaturated regime, when
φ > 1 there is a possibility of the buffer ParA filling the wake region completely. If this
occurs rapidly enough, we expect that there should be potential to stall the bead. For a
fixed value of kr, we observed that increasing φ led to reduced bead speeds until a value
φstop was reached, at which the bead did not commence motion (Fig. 2.6C).
Besides depending on φ, the dynamics of the bead also depend on the rate of rebinding,
kr. We find that in the undersaturated regime when φ . 1, the final value of the bead speed
decreases with increasing kr to a finite value (Fig. 2.6B inset). Hence, it is not possible to
stall the bead no matter how high the rate of the rebinding is. In the saturated regime,
however, the bead can be made to stop by increasing φ. This φstop depends on kr. Some
analytics that show this dependence are given in Section 2.5 of this chapter and agree well
with our simulated results (Fig. 2.9).
2.3.4 Cooperative rebinding versus non-cooperative rebinding
We then considered the case of cooperative rebinding, where we assumed that rebinding
depended not only on the amount of free binding sites (d(x) − a(x, τ)) but also on the
amount of ParA bound at a given location. This cooperative rebinding was governed by a
rate constant, kc, while a non-zero kr gave the rate of non-cooperative rebinding (Eq. 2.3).
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Figure 2.6: (A) Speed of bead versus time for undersaturating (φ < 1) and saturating (φ > 1)
ParA concentrations. When the system is saturated, the bead attains a constant speed. In
the undersaturated conditions, the bead shows a period of persistent acceleration. For both
cases, non-cooperative rebinding of ParA was used with a rate of kr = 0.25 and c = 0.5. (B)
The dependence of the final speed attained by the bead on the rate of rebinding, kr. When
φ > 1, increasing kr reduces the final speed of the bead as there is increased ParA recovery
in the wake region created by the bead. For φ . 1, the final speed of the bead is greater
than the case without any rebinding present (kr = 0) and reduces to a constant value as kr
is increased (inset). (C) Dependence of the bead’s speed on the non-cooperative rebinding
rate and φ. In the saturating regime (φ > 1) the bead can stall if the rebinding rate is
sufficiently large (black curve with kr = 0.25) (D) Inclusion of cooperative rebinding (black
curve with kc = 5.0) can stall the bead at lower values of φ compared to non-cooperative
rebinding alone (red curve with kc = 0.0).
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In the φ < 1 regime, introducing cooperative rebinding increases the acceleration of the
bead as less ParA rebinds to the wake and more ParA rebinds to the substrate sites ahead
of the bead in the direction of motion. In the φ > 1 regime the roles of the rates of rebinding
become more prominent as there is ParA available for rebinding through the length of the
substrate, but it only binds the sites where the ParA has been hydrolyzed by the bead.
Increasing the cooperative rebinding rate led to the depletion zone filling in faster, making
it possible for the wake to recover and stall the bead at lower values of φ (Fig. 2.6D). Hence,
introducing cooperativity in ParA rebinding led to the bead stopping at lower values of φ
than when there was no cooperative binding.
2.3.5 ParA surface diffusion is nearly indistinguishable from rebinding
Lastly, we considered the effect of surface diffusion of ParA in the absence of rebinding to
determine if there were any significant differences in bead behaviour from that of rebinding
from a well mixed buffer alone. We again included a saturating limit for the amount of ParA
concentration that could exist at every point x. This coupled the amount of ParA bound to
the substrate to the binding site distribution, d(x), as ParA could diffuse to a point only if
the site had the capacity to bind more ParA. We assumed that ParA surface diffusion was
governed with a diffusion coefficient, κ. The equation describing the bead dynamics remains
the same while the equation describing a(x, τ) in the presence of surface diffusion and no
rebinding is given by (see Section 2.5 for details):
∂a(x, τ)
∂τ







As the concentration of binding sites is spatially noisy this coupling maintains the spatial
noise necessary for the formation of the spontaneous gradient in ParA that initiates bead
motion.
The system was initiated in a state such that all sites on the surface have bound ParA
equal to the binding distribution. When ParA protein’s surface diffusion is low, the wake
can not fill in rapidly enough to stall the bead and so it attains a finite, non-zero speed. By
increasing the diffusion constant, just as was the case for rebinding rates, the bead could be
made to stall (Fig. 2.7). Thus qualitatively, the behaviour is nearly identical to the situation
where only rebinding occurred from the buffer.
2.4 Discussion
In this chapter we have presented a minimal model for the operation of the in vitro ParA-
ParB system. The model involved a tug-of-war between attractive forces exerted on a ParB
decorated bead by surface-bound ParA in front of and behind the bead. ParB on the bead
would remove ParA from the surface, tilting the balance in favour of one side, leading
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Figure 2.7: Dependence of the speed of the bead on the ParA protein’s surface diffusion
constant, κ. As diffusivity increased the wake created by the bed filled in faster, reducing
the total forward force. No ParA rebinding was considered. We used φ = 0.8 and c = 0.5.
to directed motion. For a range of parameter values, we found that spatial noise in the
initial ParA distribution was sufficient to break spatial symmetry, causing the spontaneous
formation of a ParA gradient between the front and back of the bead, leading to motion.
It was found experimentally that identical beads could display different speeds when
placed on the same DNA substrate [69]. Our model provides some insight into parameters
that influence a bead’s speed. The first such parameter is A0 which depends on both the
initial ParA concentration as well as the amount of ParB on the bead. A simple explanation
for the observed differences in speed could be that the amount of ParB may not be the same
on each bead, and hence, even though the surface-bound ParA concentration that each bead
interacts with is the same, the effective A0 would be different. Another contributing factor
that could influence the amount of ParB on a bead that can interact with the surface,
is bead-bound ParA. Experimentally it was found that the ParA content on the beads
undergoing directed motion was 25± 5% less than on beads which diffused freely [69]. This
suggests that increased ParA on the bead lowers its ability to interact with surface-bound
ParA and transforms the bead into a freely diffusing particle. In our model, ParA bound to
beads would affect A0 through the effective change in the amount of ParB that can interact
with the surface.
The speed of a bead also depends on the parameter c which is the ratio of the lengthscale
of the ParA removal kinetics to the lengthscale of the ParA-ParB attraction force. We
speculate that a change in this ratio could be experimentally achieved by changing the size
of the DNA linker that binds ParB to the micron-sized bead. The changes in bead speed
due to different c could be characterized by looking at the shape and size of their wakes.
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The model displayed a rich variety of behaviour when rebinding of ParA to the surface
was considered. We showed that when the surface was saturated and there is always free
ParA in the buffer that it should be possible to stall the bead. For the situation where the
surface is unsaturated and free ParA can always find free sites to bind, we predict that
persistent acceleration of the bead results, with the counter intuitive result that lesser total
amount of ParA can actually lead to higher speeds. In order to potentially see acceleration,
one would likely have to study beads on much narrower tracks so that the released ParA
could have an appreciable effect on the concentration of bound ParA, on the substrate sites
ahead of the bead along the direction of motion, when it rebinds. These predictions that
only depend on the amount of ParA in relation to binding sites should be readily testable
experimentally.
A topic of some debate about the operation of the ParA-ParB system is the role of
cooperative binding for ParA and whether the formation of filaments or ParA clusters
is essential. We included cooperative rebinding of ParA in our model and found that it
was qualitatively indistinguishable from non-cooperative rebinding in regards to the bead
dynamics. More complex dynamics, that include having multiple beads (the in vitro version
of multiple plasmids in a cell) may be able to disentangle whether cooperative rebinding
has any detectable effect. We also allowed for ParA surface diffusion and found that it,
too, led to dynamical behaviours that are hard to distinguish from those resulting from
non-cooperative rebinding.
Although our model was developed to capture essential features of the in vitro ParA-
ParB system, we feel that it may serve as a useful coarse grained model for studying the
in vivo system. Future work towards this end would allow for ParB concentrations on each
bead to differ and include discretizing the system to consider stochastic kinetic effects.
Neither of these is currently in the continuum model presented here, but likely play a role
in vivo. In summary, the model presented here makes several non-trivial predictions that
should further aid the dissection of the operational principles of this transport mechanism.
2.5 Methods
Nondimensionalizing deterministic model for in vitro ParA-ParB dynam-
ics
To derive the dimensionless Eqs. 2.1 and 2.2 we start with a 1D version of our model in real
space-time coordinates X and t. The concentration of ParA at every point on the surface
is given by Am(X, t) which can only be removed by the ParB decorated bead. The rate of
removal depends on the bead’s position, Xp, and decays with distance from the bead. We
assume that the rate has a Gaussian form, centered on the bead with a characteristic range
of removal given by the parameter, σr. The bead has attractive forces acting on it due to
its interactions with the ParA on the surface. The force between the bead and ParA on the
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surface decays with distance from the bead, and is directed along the surface in proportion
to the X component of the vector connecting the bead to the surface location. Similar to
the rate of removal, we consider the magnitude of the force to have a Gaussian form with
a characteristic range given by σf . The total force is found by integrating over the entire
surface. We consider that the dynamics of the bead is in the over-damped regime and so
the net force, F , is proportional to the bead’s speed, dXp/dt. Putting all these assumptions












R2 + (X −Xp)2
Am(X, t). (2.7)
Here γ0 gives the rate of ParA removal, F0 is a multiplicative constant that scales the
force per unit ParA and ParB concentration exerted on the bead and β is the drag coefficient
of the bead given by β = 6πηR. The above equations are reducible to a dimensionless version
by making the following transformations:
X → Rx, Xp → Rxp, t→ τ/γ0 (2.8)
Am(X, t)→ a0a(x, τ) (2.9)
Here x, xp and τ are dimensionless variables and a0 is a multiplicative constant to scale the
ParA in the system. Under these transformations and introducing the ratio c = σr/σf the
dimensionless equations governing the dynamics become:
∂a(x, τ)
∂τ







1 + (x− xp)2
a(x, τ) (2.11)
Here A0 = F0a0/βR and c are the primary parameters of the system on which v depends.
It should be noted that varying the constant A0 might imply varying the magnitude of
initial ParA concentration a0 or magnitude of the force of attraction exerted by the ParA
per unit ParB present on the bead, F0, or inversely varying the radius of the bead R. All
these dependencies have been suitably combined into the single dimensionless parameter A0,
which when varied reflects changes in concentration of initial ParA, since both the strength
of the attractive force and radius of the bead are assumed fixed and not readily changeable.
Apart from A0 the only other parameter affecting bead speed is the ratio, c.
We numerically integrate the above equations for a 1D system with substrate length
L = 70 and spacing dx = 0.02 using the Euler step method in steps of dτ = 0.01. For
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each simulation we fixed an average initial ParA concentration and obtained the ParA
concentration for every site by adding static spatial noise of a magnitude δa. The resultant
profile was a spatially noisy distribution about the mean ParA concentration. The bead was
placed in the center of this surface to replicate the in vitro experimental process such that
the bead is surrounded by ParA in all directions. The forces from bound ParA attracting
the bead are integrated using Simpson’s rule [106] to obtain the total vector force on the
bead, and the change in its position can be calculated using Eq. 2.2. Bead speeds were
obtained by doing a linear fit to the position vs. time graphs, ignoring the initial lag period.




= −e−(r−rp)2/2c2a(x, y, τ) (2.12)
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2/2 y − yp√
1 + (r − rp)2
a(x, y, τ) (2.14)
Steady state solution for the motion of the bead
In this section we present the analytical solution to our model at steady state which gives
the dependence of the bead’s final speed on c and A0. From our numerical solutions to
Eqs. 2.1 and 2.2, we find that at long times the bead attains a constant speed. Consider a
bead moving with constant speed v (in x space; for real space the speed is vR) which starts
at xp = −∞ at τ = −∞. The bead position for such a bead (with xp = 0 at τ = 0) is given
by:
xp(τ) = vτ (2.15)
On substituting this expression in Eq. 2.1 we obtain the following expression for a(x, τ)
at any time τ :
∂a(x, τ)
∂τ
= −e−(x−vτ)2/2c2a(x, τ) (2.16)
The above equation can be integrated from τ = −∞ to τ = 0 using the initial condition
a(x, τ = −∞) = A0 to give a(x, 0) as follows :















Fig. 2.8A shows the above solution for the ParA profile and the resulting force exerted
on the bead (Fig. 2.8B) in 1D at τ = 0 for c = 0.5. The figure shows the change in amplitude
of the ParA concentration at x = 0 as a ParA gradient is created by the bead as it clears
out a wake in bound ParA. This expression for ParA can be used in Eq. 2.2 at time τ = 0.0























This is a transcendental equation for v. At a fixed value for c, we use the Newton-
Raphson method [106] to solve for the value of v.
Similar to the solution in 1D, in 2D on assuming that all the bead speed is along x (ie.
vx = v and vy = 0), the profile for the ParA concentration is given by integrating Eq. 2.12
as:
















Fig. 2.8C shows the ParA profile in two dimensions and the force profile for the bead
(Fig. 2.8D) evaluated at τ = 0 for c = 0.5. Again as in the 1D case the expression for ParA
profile can be be integrated to give the force acting on the bead at a particular time point.




























where r2 = x2 + y2 as before.
Deterministic equations for surface diffusing ParA
Here we derive the equations that describe the concentration of ParA when it is allowed to
diffuse across the surface. We start by assuming the motion is only in one dimension and
the amount of ParA that can bind to every point x is limited by the noisy function d(x).
The concentration of ParA is given by a(x, τ) which can diffuse to nearby sites x± δx. The
rate of diffusion is given by κ. The mechanism for ParA removal due to the bead remains
the same as in previous sections and is neglected for the time being as we determine the
changes in concentration due to diffusion only. Based on these assumptions and using the














































Figure 2.8: (A) ParA profile obatined from Eq. 2.17 for 1D is shown at t = 0 for c = 0.5 and
v = 1.0. A ParA gradient going from 0.3 to 1 centred at x = 0 is observed. This gradient
shifts right by length vt in time t. (B) The force exerted on the bead from distance x,
modulated by the Gaussian function acting on the ParA profile in (A). The forward force
peak is higher than the backward pulling force minimum, leading to a positive constant
force when integrated along x. (C) ParA profile obtained from Eq. 2.12 for 2D is shown at
t = 0 for c = 0.5 and v = 1.0. The bead has reached the centre of the lattice creating a
ParA-deficient wake behind itself. The entire speed of the bead is assumed to be along x
for simplicity. Heat bar shows bound ParA, a(x, y), in dimensionless units. (D) The force
exerted on the bead along along the surface from every point modulated by the Gaussian
function for the ParA profile in (C). Vector integration of this surface gives constant fx and




= −κa(x, τ)[d(x+ δx)− a(x+ δx, τ)]− κa(x, τ)[d(x− δx)− a(x− δx, τ)]
+ κa(x− δx, τ)[d(x)− a(x, τ)] + κa(x+ δx, τ)[d(x)− a(x, τ)]. (2.21)













Combining this expression with the expression for the rate of ParA removal due to the













− e−(x−xp)2/2c2a(x, τ). (2.23)
Analytics for the ParA rebinding mechanism for φ 1 and φ > 1
Based on the initial amount of ParA in the buffer, As, the parameter φ = As/D0 leads
to various dynamical regimes: for φ  1 the bead experiences persistent acceleration, for
0 < φ . 1 the bead accelerates and attains a uniform speed, for φ > 1 the bead has constant
speed and for φ > φstop the bead does not commence motion.
Here we derive the dependence of the bead’s speed on the various system parameters
for φ  1. In this regime there is effectively no ParA in the buffer, redistributing all its
current concentration of ParA onto the surface, instantaneously and uniformly. We derive a
simplified equation for the growth of the bound ParA ahead of the bead along the direction
of motion and the resulting time dependence of the speed of the bead. From the numerical
solutions (see Fig. 2.2) of the full dynamical system (Eqs. 2.1 and 2.2) we found that the
speed of the bead was proportional to the bound ParA attracting the bead in the forward
direction, a(τ). Here we assume that the bead’s speed is given by v(τ) = αa(τ), where α
is the proportionality constant linking the speed to the ParA concentration ahead of the
bead. As it moves, it clears all the ParA ahead of the bead, which then rapidly rebinds
uniformly over the surface (which is a reasonable assumption if φ is small and there is no
cooperativity in rebinding), causing the ParA gradient to grow.
Specifically, in a time step ∆τ the amount of distance covered by the bead would be
v∆τ which would remove a(τ)v∆τ of ParA from the surface. Because the instantaneous
speed is linked to the concentration of bound ParA ahead of the bead in the direction of
motion and the buffer is always in an undersaturated state (ab(τ) = 0), the instantaneous
ParA in the buffer is given by αa2∆τ immediately before redistribution. If the length of
the surface is L, the amount rebinding to the sites in front of the bead would be αa2∆τ/L.
Hence, we have the amount that the bound ParA ahead of the bead increases, da, in the
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Figure 2.9: (A) Black markers show the increase of bead speed in the low φ limit (φ = 0.2)
through simulation while red line plots the analytical function v0L/(L−v0τ), for a suitably
selected v0 = 0.08 (kr = 1, c = 0.5, L = 20). (B) Black markers show the simulated
dependence of φstop on kr while red markers plot 1/ kr∆τ + 1 for ∆τ = 2.8.





Integrating both sides gives:
a(τ) = a(τ = 0)L
L− a(τ = 0)ατ (2.25)
Since we have previously shown that v = αa the above expression can be inverted to




This monotonic increase in the speed is observed in the deterministic system for very
small values of φ (Fig. 2.9A).
In the regime where φ > 1 the long-term steady-state solution of the deterministic
simulation shows that the buffer contains a constant amount of ParA. Because the system
is over-saturated the ParA wake behind the bead can no longer be zero as the amount of
ParA deposited instantaneously behind the bead is substantial. Furthermore, in this regime
there are no free binding sites ahead of the bead. Thus the concentration of bound ParA
ahead of the bead is just a constant equal to D0 = 1, and does not increase with time. If
aback denotes the effective ParA behind the bead, then by the aforementioned argument the
instantaneous speed of the bead would be given by:
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v(τ) = α(D0 − aback(τ)) (2.27)
The buffer is a constant in this regime and a suitable approximation is that the amount
of ParA in the buffer goes as L(φ−D0). This gives the amount of ParA deposited behind
the bead to be kr∆τ(φ−D0) (kr is the rate at which the ParA rebinds in time ∆τ) which
leads to (dividing all ParA concentrations by D0):
v(τ) = α(1− kr∆τ(φ− 1)) (2.28)
This matches our findings from simulations in this regime, namely, the speed decreases
as kr and φ are increased. As φstop is that value of φ for which the bead does not commence





The above expression is a good match to our results for φstop from our deterministic
simulations. Fig. 2.9B shows the simulated values for φstop (black) and values from the
above formula giving ∆τ = 2.8 (red).
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Chapter 3
Multiple partition complexes on
finite substrates
3.1 Introduction
As discussed in Chapter 1, experiments have confirmed the important role played by the
ParABS system in the positioning of low-copy plasmids in bacteria. This mechanism has
been best studied for F plasmids and P1 plasmids in E. coli cells. Time-lapse imaging in
vivo has found evidence of rich dynamics by these ParB-bound plasmid copies in response
to nucleoid-bound ParA protein concentrations. In cells that possess a single plasmid, it
is observed to move from pole to pole, out of phase with the ParA concentration [58] as
well as positioned centrally along the cell’s length. These single plasmids usually replicate,
ejecting the two sister plasmids bidirectionally until they reach the quarter length positions.
Experiments have reported stable positioning as well as complex dynamics including quasi-
oscillations, attracting and repelling each other through the dynamic pattern of ParA on
the nucleoid. In cells whose division has been inhibited, the result of the Par dynamics is
to position the replicating plasmids equidistantly along the filamentous cell length [39]. Re-
cently Surovtsev et al. adapted a prior model for ParABS mediated chromosome segregation
to the plasmid segregation problem to show that the DNA fluctuations of the underlying
nucleoid could generate the required translocation force to drive ParB-associated plasmids
[62]. This is called the ‘DNA-relay’ model and the accompanying stochastic simulations
showed quasi-oscillations for low-copy plasmids on system sizes analogous to a rod-shaped
cell. Given these observations as well as a demonstrated lack of any plasmid tethering pro-
tein system, it is unclear whether the plasmids are undergoing stable oscillations or settling
towards stable positions along the cell. Untangling the true dynamics from the stochastic
observations is further complicated due to the constant appearance of new plasmids as well
as nucleoid growth as the cell cycle progresses. How are plasmid (ParB partition complex)
dynamics affected by increasing nucleoid (substrate) lengths, the number of plasmid copies
and the availability of ParA within the cytoplasm (buffer) in vivo (in vitro)?
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The Par system is also involved in chromosome segregation and a super-resolution mi-
croscopy study highlighted the differences and similarities between the dynamics of two F
plasmids in E. coli and two segregating chromosome origins within B. subtilis in cells with
equal nucleoid lengths [11]. While the pair of F plasmids segregate and settle near quarter-
length positions, the B. subtilis chromosome origins were found closer to the nucleoid poles
during the process of separation. Additionally, the plasmids were centred axially while the
chromosome origins were offset in the radial direction. Although the same ParABS system
has been found to assist segregation processes in both these systems, the extent to which
the segregation machinery is controlled by this system and its effect on the dynamics of
partition complexes is not yet well understood.
Here we present a deterministic model that complements prior modelling efforts [4,
58, 62, 105, 107]. In our model the transition between stable arrangements and oscillatory
behaviour depends only on five parameters: ParB-complex number, substrate length, ParA
concentration, ParA hydrolysis rate and a dimensionless length scale that relates the range of
the ParA-ParB force to its chemistry. When the system is buffered and the ParA rebinding
rate is constant we find that above a minimum system size ParB-complex dynamics is
independent of substrate length and complex number. Conversely, when ParA resources
are limited, we find that changing substrate length and increasing complex number leads
to counteracting mechanisms that can both generate or subdue oscillatory dynamics. We
argue that cells may be poised near a critical level of ParA so that they can transition from
oscillatory to fixed-point dynamics as the cell cycle progresses so that they can both measure
their size and faithfully partition their genetic material. Lastly, we show that by modifying a
single system parameter, we can capture some of the observed differences in ParB-complex
positioning between replicating chromosomes in B. subtilis cells and low-copy plasmids in E.
coli cells. We also find that our model can capture the observed behaviour of chromosome
partition complexes observed in dividing B. subtilis. The modification of a single system
parameter, in this case the dimensionless factor that sets the range of ParA-ParB chemistry
to the range of ParA force on ParB, can generate the observed distinctive spatial patterns
between plasmids or segregating chromosomes. Our results show the versatility of the Par
system in performing varied dynamics in different bacterial cells despite having only two
proteins linked through a simple ‘burnt bridges’ biochemistry.
3.2 Model
In the previous Chapter we presented a deterministic model for the experimentally observed
motion of ParB coated micro-beads on a substrate that is uniformly bound by ParA-ATP
dimers with some spatial noise [69]. Our model was able to replicate the persistent unidi-
rectional motion of the beads. Here we extend that model and confine it to finite substrates
such as the volume of the nucleoid within a cell. Previously, we only considered a constant
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rate of ParA rebinding (as found in vitro where a buffer supplies constant amounts of ParA
for rebinding). Here we also consider the case of a variable rebinding rate that arises when
there are limiting amounts of ParA, as might be the case in vivo.
In Fig. 3.1(A) we show a schematic of our model for the ParA-ParB system. Multiple
ParB-bound complexes can move within a finite volume to which ParA-ATP dimers are
bound, such as the nucleoid. The ParA protein primarily exists in two interconvertible
forms within the system: substrate-bound ParA-ATP that attracts ParB and cytoplasmic
ParA-ADP which is well mixed and rebinds the substrate as it phosphorylates to ParA-
ATP. Given the cylindrical shape of most bacterial cells, and that ParB-complex motion
has been approximated to be unidirectional, we consider the long axis to be our X direction
along which the primary motion occurs (we extend to motion along the radial axis, Y -
direction, in the last section). We track the dynamics of two quantities in our simulations:
the position of the centre of mass of each partition complex (XiB(t)) and the time-dependent
concentration of bound ParA-ATP dimers along the X-axis of the substrate, A(X, t). Based
on the recent study [62], we assume that ParB-complex motion arises due to the DNA relay-
mechanism that is harnessed by the ParB complex through transient bonds with the DNA
associated ParA-ATP dimers. ParA, when bound to the nucleoid, fluctuates in position, and
interacting ParB-complexes can capture these fluctuations leading to a cumulative elastic
restoring force on the complex. These ParA loci have been observed to fluctuate within
a harmonic potential over a length range of σF (≈ 100 nm) which gives a corresponding
effective elastic constant for their restoration (kX = kBT/σ2F ). Our key assumption is that
when a partition complex with its centre of mass at XiB comes in contact with ParA-ATP




We assume that ParA-ParB complex formation and dissociation comes to a steady state
so that the amount of force exerted on the complex is proportional to the probability of
deforming the system, e−E/kBT , and the concentration of ParA at X, A(X). Each ParA-
ParB contact then generates an elastic force on the centre of mass of the complex equal
to kBT
σ2F
(X − XiB). Finally, the total force on a complex at a given time can be calculated
by integrating all these forces over the entire substrate. Assuming that the ParB-complexes
are in the overdamped regime, the resulting equation of motion for the centre-of-mass of
















F (X −XiB)A(X, t), (3.1)
where ξ is the drag coefficient of the ParB-bound partition complex, L is the length of
the substrate (nucleoid), and Q is a geometric factor that accounts for the reduction of a
three-dimensional space into a one-dimensional system (see Section 3.5 for the calculation
of this factor).
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Figure 3.1: (A) A finite one-dimensional substrate with bound ParA-ATP concentration
given by A(x) (green) at every position x along its length. It attracts multiple ParB-bound
partition complexes (red) with centre-of-mass positions given by XiB. These partition com-
plexes avoid each other due to their attraction for ParA dimers which are reduced in the
regions surrounding a partition complex. (B) The random microscopic forces applied on
each complex due to elastic ParA-ParB bonds are harnessed into a forward force. ParA is
bound to the substrate in its ParA-ATP state and is released from the substrate when it
is hydrolyzed by the ParB into ParA-ADP at a rate ν. This hydrolysis also occurs at a
smaller, non-stimulated rate given by γ. The released ParA phosphorylates into ParA-ATP
and rebinds the substrate at a rate kon. (C) Schematic of the five parameters that affect com-
plex dynamics in our dimensionless model to give the full range of observed ParB-complex
behaviour in vivo. These are: the length of the substrate (l), the number of partition com-
plexes on the same substrate (N), the parameter c which gives the ratio of the length scale
at which ParA is hydrolyzed to the length scale at which ParB-complexes experience a force
of attraction from the substrate-bound ParA, the total initial ParA in the system (atot) and
the hydrolysis factor, r, which gives the ratio of ParB-stimulated ParA hydrolysis rate (ν)
to non-stimulated ParA hydrolysis rate (γ).
ParA protein exists in the cell in two principal forms, the substrate-bound ParA-ATP
form and the freely diffusing cytoplasmic form which is predominantly composed of ParA-
ADP. The substrate-bound ParA-ATP is released from the nucleoid when it undergoes
hydrolysis, which is stimulated by the ParB-complex apart from occurring at a natural rate.
The released ParA undergoes phosphorylation in the cytoplasm and rebinds the substrate
as ParA-ATP in its dimeric form [64]. Importantly, the directionality of partition complex
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motion is maintained by this hydrolysis cycle of the bound ParA-ATP which is removed in
the wake of the partition complex, biasing its motion in the forward direction. In Fig. 3.1(B)
we highlight the chemical reactions that govern ParA-ATP hydrolysis and substrate binding
in our model. The system is initialized with a finite concentration of ParA, Atot, which is
divided into substrate-bound ParA-ATP, A(X), and a freely diffusing portion within the
system buffer (or cytoplasmic ParA-ADP within the cell). The natural rate of ParA-ATP
hydrolysis is given by γ and the ParB-stimulated rate is given by ν. In our model, we
assume that the ParB-complex stimulated hydrolysis of the bound ParA-ATP is modulated
by a Gaussian profile. This profile accounts for the likelihood of the ParB-plasmid complex
interacting with ParA at a given separation, liberating a greater concentration of ParA-ATP
closer to its centre of mass, and thus depends on the distance of ParA separation. Given
the sub-diffusive nature of the ParB-plasmid complex, we expect complexes with different
diffusion constants to lead to the dissociation of different extents of bound ParA in regions
close to them. Similarly, ParB monomer distribution and concentration also likely affect the
profile of ParA hydrolysis stimulated by the ParB-complex. To keep things general we make a
mathematical simplification and model the length scale of the ParA hydrolysis (by the ParB
complex) as a multiple of the length scale of ParA fluctuations, σF , that mediates the force.
Hence, cσF gives the effective length scale over which the ParB mediates the hydrolysis of
ParA where c is a dimensionless factor that relates this effective length to the range of force
exerted by ParA on ParB. This finally gives the effective distance-dependent probability
for ParA to unbind the substrate due to ParB stimulation as exp(12
kBT
σ2F c
2 (X − XiB)2). The
rebinding concentration of cytoplasmic ParA-ATP to the substrate is governed by a rate,
kon, multiplied with the available cytoplasmic ParA concentration, Atot - 〈A(X)〉. On the
timescale of partition complex motion, we take the ParA-ADP to ParA-ATP turnover time
to be quick and consider the effective ParA available for rebinding to be equal to the
concentration difference between total ParA and bound ParA. Combining these reactions,
we arrive at our equation for the dynamics of the ParA-ATP substrate-bound concentration,
∂A(X, t)
∂t








where 〈A(X, t)〉 = 1L
∫ L/2
−L/2 dXA(X, t) is the average amount of bound ParA concentration
and L is the length of the substrate.
We can nondimensionalize the above equations by rescaling position, time and con-
centrations and we shall use lowercase variables to represent dimensionless quantities (for
more details see Section 3.5). All spatial dimensions are scaled by the characteristic length
scale σF , time is rescaled to the dimensionless quantity, τ (= νt), and concentrations are
rescaled by a characteristic concentration A0 = ξν/σFπkBT . We also use the Stokes-Einstein
equation to replace the drag on the partition complex, Dξ = kBT . We can rescale all the
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concentrations; for example A(x) = A0a(x). Based on previous experimental and modelling
work, we further simplify the system by assuming the on rate for rebinding is roughly the
























2c2 ]a(x, τ), (3.4)
where r = ν/γ is the hydrolysis factor that gives the ratio of the rate of stimulated ParA
hydrolysis, ν, to the rate of non-stimulated ParA hydrolysis, γ. To get a sense for the
parameter values that one might find in vivo, we use reported values of ν ≈ 0.1/s [70],
σF ≈ 100 nm [62], and use a plasmid diffusion constant of D = 0.0003µm2/s [105] to find
A0 = 1760 nM. In the results that follow, we discuss system dynamics in terms of our
dimensionless model parameters, converting into dimensionful quantities as required.
Our nondimensionalized system has only five parameters which are schematically de-
picted in Fig. 3.1(C). They are the number of partition complexes (N), the length of the
substrate (l), the total ParA concentration (atot), the ParB-stimulated ParA hydrolysis fac-
tor (r), and the lengthscale ratio c. Depending on parameter values the dynamics can either
decay to stable fixed-points or oscillate. Oscillations can either be spatially confined to well
defined domains or intermingled where complexes can invade each others’ territories. We
now map out the phase space of our model and show how limiting ParA resources leads to
interesting competing effects as both complex number and substrate length are changed.
3.3 Results
3.3.1 Partition complex dynamics with constant ParA rebinding rate
In this section we provide an exhaustive mapping of the dynamics of single and multiple
partition complexes on finite substrates where the rate of ParA rebinding is constant and
only set by the total amount of ParA, atot. In particular, for a fixed set of parameter values
we will determine whether the complexes decay to stable positions along the substrate length
or execute sustained oscillations. The constant rate of rebinding is found by assuming that
the presence of the ParB complexes has no effect on the buffer levels of ParA, ie. ν ∼ 0 (likely
to be true in vitro), and we solve Eq. 3.4 at steady state for a(x) in the absence of complexes,
leading to a(x) = ratot/(1+r). Thus the rate of rebinding term in the dimensionless equation
for ParA dynamics becomes, atot − a(x) = atot/(1 + r). It is independent of the number of
ParB-complexes and the substrate length.
In Fig. 3.2 we show some of the possible dynamics of the model along with the resultant
ParA distribution profiles for some of these sample cases. Fig. 3.2A shows a decaying tra-
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jectory to a fixed-point for a single partition complex on a substrate of size l = 10 with a
total ParA concentration of atot = 0.26. The distribution of the bound ParA as a function
of position along the nucleoid shows how there is no ParA gradient across the partition
complex and that the mechanism of ParA removal by the ParB-complex is balanced by
the ParA rebinding such that a stable ParA concentration is present on both sides of the
complex. As the ParA concentration is increased to atot = 0.36 the single ParB-complex
executes sustained oscillations (Fig. 3.2B), indicating that greater ParA resources support
oscillatory behaviour through the creation of a sustained ParA-ATP concentration gradient
around the complex. We measure the amplitude as well as time period of oscillatory trajec-
tories (see Section 3.5 for details) to determine if trajectories are sustained oscillations or
decaying to stable spatial fixed-points and use these to construct phase portraits presented
below.
Position along substrate length Position along substrate length Position along substrate length







Figure 3.2: (A) (Upper) Partition complex position as a function of time for a single copy
on a substrate of length 10 (atot = 0.26, r = 8 and c = 1). (Lower) The distribution of
the bound ParA as a function of position at τ = 2000 along the nucleoid length. (B) Same
as (A) with atot = 0.36. Red circles mark the extrema of the oscillatory trajectories and
are used to calculate the time period of oscillations. (Lower) Same as (A) at τ = 200. (C)
Partition complex positions for two complexes on a substrate of length 10 (atot = 0.36,
r = 8 and c = 1) along with the resultant bound ParA profile at τ = 200 (lower). (D)
Two partition complexes on a substrate of length 20 with a total ParA concentration of
atot = 0.26 (blue) and atot = 0.36 (orange). All other parameter values are kept the same
(r = 8, c = 1). (E) Partition complex positions for two copies on a substrate of l = 20 and
atot = 0.76 form intermingled trajectories that are long-lived transients which eventually
segregate (r = 8, c = 1).
In Fig. 3.2C we increase the number of partition complexes to two on the same sub-
strate of l = 10 while keeping the total ParA concentration fixed at atot = 0.36 and it can
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be seen that oscillatory motion is subdued. The resultant ParA profile shows how the ParB-
complexes maximize their interaction with the bound ParA by settling at quarter-length
positions along the nucleoid. This implies that spatial crowding due to multiple partition
complexes can subdue oscillatory motion even though sufficient ParA resources are available.
To test this, we increase the length of the substrate to l = 20 in Fig. 3.2D and vary ParA
concentrations. While oscillatory behaviour is recovered for a total ParA concentration of
atot = 0.36, it is not recovered for the lower value of atot = 0.26 (at which a single complex
did not oscillate either). These explorations of length and ParA concentrations imply that
there is a minimum ParA concentration below which oscillations cannot be triggered irre-
spective of substrate length. Above this minimum ParA concentration, the substrate space
available determines whether ParB-complexes will oscillate or not. Two or more complexes
can both effectively repel and attract each other due to their coupled interaction with the
ParA-bound substrate. Complexes always move to regions of higher ParA concentration
but do not invade another complex’s depletion zone. Thus, a pair of partition complexes
settles into the quarter length positions when there are insufficient ParA resources or insuf-
ficient substrate space. Interestingly, as ParA concentration is increased further, partition
complexes can also create intermingled trajectories that have long-lived transients that
eventually separate into segregated oscillatory trajectories (Fig. 3.2E). Evidence of such
intermingling has been observed experimentally in [58] and obtained computationally in
stochastic models [62] but the time period for such trajectories (obtained from a drastic
increase in ParA in our deterministic model) far exceeds the time periods associated with
observed plasmid oscillations (∼ 20mins) in E. coli cells.
In Fig. 3.3A we present a phase portrait of the time period of the oscillations of a single
partition complex as a function of total initial ParA, atot, and the stimulated removal factor,
r, for a substrate of dimensionless length l = 10 and c = 1. The white region corresponds
to infinite time period and stable fixed-point dynamics, while oscillatory motion has time
periods ranging from 10-103 τ . This phase diagram again shows that on a fixed length
substrate there is a minimum amount of ParA needed to generate oscillations and its value
depends on the rate of removal. Below this minimum ParA concentration, the partition
complex assumes a central position along the length of the substrate. Above this minimum
ParA concentration, oscillatory behaviour becomes more rapid as the ParA increases and
less rapid as the stimulated rate of removal increases. At values of r lower and higher
than a finite value close to 10, we find that higher concentrations of ParA are required
before oscillations are possible. These results indicate that a partition complex requires a
balance between ParA concentrations and ParB-stimulated ParA hydrolysis to orchestrate
movement of a desired velocity across the substrate. Our results are also in agreement with
the phase plots found from stochastic simulations of the in vitro ParA-ParB system in the
range of high removal rates [107].
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Figure 3.3: (A) Time period of oscillation for a single partition complex with c = 1 on a
substrate of l = 10 as a function of total initial ParA, atot, and hydrolysis factor, r. The
white region constitutes the phase space over which the complex decays to a stable position.
We obtain the boundary (black line) that separates regions of oscillatory motion from non-
oscillatory motion from analytic calculations (see Section 3.5 for details). (B) The average
time period of oscillation of two partition complexes placed on a substrate (l = 10) as a
function of atot and r. Both partition complexes are identical and have c = 1. The analytic
boundary is calculated by considering a single plasmid of c = 1 on a substrate of l = 5.
(C) The average time period of oscillation of two identical partition complexes placed on a
substrate (l = 20) as a function of atot and r. Both partition complexes have c = 1 and we
recover the phase portrait of a single partition complex on a substrate of length 10. The
analytic boundary is calculated by considering a single plasmid of c = 1 on a substrate of
l = 10. (D) Same as (A) with c = 1.5.
On simulating a single partition complex on substrates of greater length, keeping all
other parameters the same, we observe that the parameter regimes permitting oscillations
are unaffected by length. Although an increase in substrate size leads, not surprisingly,
to an increase in the time period of an oscillating complex, the triggering of oscillatory
behaviour at a particular combination of atot and r values remains unchanged. This is
also not surprising since the rebinding rate of ParA is independent of system size, leaving
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the local ParA gradient around the complex unchanged. If the substrate size is reduced,
however, the role of spatial confinement would become evident and the parameter regime
permitting oscillations would diminish.
In Fig. 3.3B, we show how the phase boundary between oscillations and stable fixed-
points changes when a second partition complex is added to the system. We find that a
higher atot is required to trigger oscillations compared to the single plasmid case. This
is because adding partition complexes on the same substrate leads to spatial confinement
which hinders oscillatory motion. On increasing the length of the substrate to l = 20, and
reducing the effects of confinement for the two-complex system, we recover a phase plot that
is identical to the single complex for l = 10 (Fig. 3.3C). We will see that this tug-of-war
(between confinement that limits oscillations and substrate growth that revives them) leads
to even more nuanced dynamics when ParA amounts are limited.
Another parameter that governs ParB complex motility is the factor c which is the ratio
of the spatial range of ParB-stimulated ParA removal to the range of the force from the DNA
substrate. As previously discussed, we include this factor to keep our model general and
account for variations in the rates associated with the underlying ParA-ParB chemistry.
Variations in the conversion rates of ParA to ParA-B and ParA-B complex to cytosolic
ParA could lead to differences in the spatial distance over which the partition complex
feels a translocation force and the distance over which ParA-ATP hydrolysis occurs. These
variations could possibly arise from differences in the ParB population on the partition
complex or structural differences in the partition complex which are not yet known. In
Fig. 3.3D we show the effect of this system parameter on the phase plot by increasing this
factor to c = 1.5 from c = 1.0. This increase, which creates a larger depletion zone around
the complex, causes oscillations to commence at higher values of atot compared to the results
of Fig. 3.3A. This observed decrease in the phase space of oscillatory behaviour at higher c
is similar to increasing the spatial confinement of a complex that has a smaller value of c
(compare Fig. 3.3D and Fig. 3.3B).
Given that our model is deterministic, we are able to carry out linear stability analysis
on the equations for the single ParB-complex system (see Section 3.5) and predict the
boundary between the non-oscillatory and oscillatory solutions as a function of parameters
(c, r, atot, and l). The analysis is based on approximating the ParA dynamics with the
motion of the first moment of the ParA distribution. Intuitively, we take this to be the
position of the minimum of the wake of the ParA distribution, that we label xA, which lags
the position of the ParB complex, xB. We take as the boundary those parameter values
that make the perturbations to xA and xB decaying functions of time (i.e. a negative real
part for all eigenvalues of the Jacobian matrix). Hence, for a given set of parameter values,
r, c, and atot, it can now be determined if slight perturbations grow and potentially lead to
persistent oscillations or if these perturbations decay and the complex retain its stability.
We calculate this boundary for a substrate of l = 10 and c = 1 for a single complex
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(overlaid black line in Fig. 3.3A). Our linear approximation does poorly for large values of
r, where long range interactions between the partition complex and substrate-bound ParA
lead to oscillations with extremely large time periods (∼ 103). The analytic phase boundary
calculations for a single complex can be further used to predict the phase boundaries of
multiple complexes on substrates of differing lengths. Because of their mutual avoidance,
two partition complexes on a substrate of l = 10 behave identically after the transients
fade (Figs. 3.2C-E). Either complex on this substrate is similar in dynamical behaviour to a
single complex on a substrate of l = 5. We find a good agreement between simulations and
the analytical boundary calculated based on this argument in Fig. 3.3B for two complexes
with c = 1 on l = 10. Through repeating this comparison between simulations and analytic
boundaries for greater number of complexes on differing substrate sizes, we notice that
our analytic approximation is stronger when partition complexes are under stronger spatial
confinement. Good agreement is also observed when we increase c to 1.5 (Fig. 3.3D), the
effect of which is similar to increasing confinement.
3.3.2 Partition complex dynamics with limited ParA resources
We now consider the case of limited ParA resources, such that the rate of rebinding is
variable as may be the case in vivo. Here the system is again initialized with a total ParA
concentration, atot, however, the cytoplasmic ParA that is available for rebinding is calcu-
lated as the difference between total ParA and average substrate-bound ParA at a given
time. Assuming fast diffusion and phosphorylation of cytoplasmic ParA, the ParA available
for rebinding is given (as in Eq. 3.4) by atot − 〈a(x, τ)〉, where 〈a(x, τ)〉 = 1/l
∫ l
0 dxa(x, τ).
Thus the rebinding rate is dynamic, and bears closer resemblance to the environment in
vivo where cytoplasmic ParA concentrations are sensitive to complex number and changes
to the substrate length.
In Fig. 3.4 we show the differences in a ParB trajectory between having constant ParA
rebinding or time-dependent rebinding due to limited ParA. For the case with constant
rebinding (Fig. 3.4A), the maximum possible ParA concentration at a site is bounded at
ratot/(1+r), determined by the balancing of the removal process with the rebinding process.
For this case, when the buffer supplies a constant ParA concentration of atot = 0.26, the
single partition complex settles in a stable position at the centre of the finite substrate.
However, when the only constraint on the system is that the total ParA remain constant
(such that the rate of rebinding at each site can vary with time) the ParA concentration that
can bind a site is now unbounded as long as ParA is available in the cytoplasm (Fig. 3.4A).
Thus, oscillatory behaviour can now occur at atot = 0.26, where it did not when the system
was buffered and had constant rebinding. This occurs because the ability of ParB-complexes
to liberate ParA resources and add to cytoplasmic ParA available for rebinding is now
accounted for in this case. Increased cytoplasmic ParA leads to triggering of the oscillations
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which does not happen in a system deficient of cytoplasmic ParA. Once triggered, the
creation of the ParA gradient is sustained by the moving partition complex.
In Fig. 3.5A we show the phase portrait of the dynamics of a single partition complex
when ParA resources are limited on a substrate of length l = 20. Now, an increase in
partition complex number can potentially aid oscillations by liberating more ParA to the
cytoplasm. In Fig. 3.5B, the atot boundary between oscillatory and decaying behaviour is
shown as a function of removal rate as complex number is increased. The red curve shows
the boundary for the constant rebinding case, which for l = 20 is the same for N = 1 or 2.
However when ParA is limited, the boundary continues to shift to lower atot as the number
of partition complexes is increased from one to two. Again this is due to increased liberation
of ParA into the cytoplasm, which lowers the minimum amount of initial ParA required to
initiate partition complex oscillatory motion.
In Fig. 3.5C we show how the concentration of free ParA varies (keeping atot fixed) as the
substrate length is changed. At large l limit, the system becomes insensitive to the number
of ParB-complexes and tends to the constant rebinding case. When substrate size is small,
the amount of free ParA increases and goes up with the number of complexes, making the
onset of oscillations potentially easier for a larger number of partition complexes. This can
lead to interesting dynamics when one considers the cell cycle of bacteria, which includes
both a growing nucleoid and increasing plasmid copies. The growing nucleoid (substrate)
dilutes out the free ParA, potentially leading to stable fixed-points, whereas additional
plasmids (ParB-complexes) potentially favour oscillations.
To bring all these ideas together, in Fig. 3.5D we plot the required value of atot to
generate oscillations as a function of substrate length (at a fixed removal rate) for both
the constant rebinding case and variable rebinding as we vary the number of complexes.
For the constant rebinding simulations (red lines) of a single and double partition complex
system, we see that the minimum amount of ParA required to initiate oscillations remains
the same as substrate length is increased, implying that the local ParA gradient around
a complex is not altered by the total number of partition complexes on the substrate or
the substrate’s length (as previously seen). At shorter lengths, however, confinement plays
a role and a higher amount of atot is required to trigger oscillations in the two-complex
system compared to the system with a single complex. For limited ParA concentration
(blue lines) such that rebinding rate is dynamic, the system is sensitive to both complex
number and substrate length in complicated ways. In the limit of large length, all the
systems (N = 1, 2, 3) can be seen to tend towards the amount of atot required to trigger
oscillations in the constant rebinding rate case. In this regime, less ParA is required to
trigger oscillations as complex numbers increase. At shorter lengths, however, this direct
dependence of additional complexes adding more cytoplasmic ParA leading to the triggering
of oscillatory motion at lower atot values is hampered as confinement effects also affect the
system. For example, at l = 15, a three-complex system requires higher ParA to trigger
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Figure 3.4: (A) (Upper) Position as a function of time for a single partition complex on a
substrate of length 10 as the rate of ParA rebinding is held constant (atot = 0.26, c = 1,
r = 8). (Lower) The resulting steady-state distribution of ParA concentration as a function
of position at τ = 190 along the substrate length. (B) (Upper) Position as a function of
time for a single partition complex on a substrate of length 10 as the total concentration
of ParA in the system is held constant but the rate of ParA rebinding per site is variable
(atot = 0.26, c = 1, r = 8). (Lower) The resulting distribution of ParA concentration as a





Figure 3.5: (A) Phase plot for a system with limited ParA resources and l = 20 (correspond-
ing to a nucleoid size of 2µm), showing the time period of single ParB-complex oscillations
as a function of r and total initial ParA, atot, with c = 1. The time period of oscillations
ranges from 1000 to 10 (and smaller) over this chosen parameter regime. (B) The phase
boundaries separating regions of oscillatory motion from regions of stable positions over a
range of hydrolysis factors from 10 to 20 for an in vitro (red) system with a single complex
and for in vivo (blue) systems with a single complex and a pair of complexes. (C) Cyto-
plasmic ParA available for binding for in vitro (red line) system (independent of N) and in
vivo systems (blue lines) initiated with the same ParA concentration (atot = 0.5) and ParA
hydrolysis factor (r = 8.0, c = 1.0) as a function of system size. (D) Minimum atot required
to initiate oscillatory motion as a function of system size in vitro (red lines) and in vivo
(blue lines) for multiple complexes at a fixed hydrolysis factor, r = 8, and c = 1.
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oscillations than a two-complex system. Here, even though there is additional ParA in the
cytoplasm due to increased complex number, there are also confinement effects at play
because the substrate length is short. We show how this can lead to intriguing dynamics as
a cell both grows and adds plasmids to its volume.
The counteracting effects on partition complex dynamics are spatial confinement and the
amount of cytoplasmic ParA. For the constant rebinding case, the effects of partition com-
plex number and system size on dynamics can be understood through a single mechanism
- spatial confinement. This confinement, caused by increasing the number of complexes,
increasing the scale, c, or by decreasing the substrate length, subdues oscillatory behaviour.
With variable ParA rebinding, an increase in complex number can lead to increased con-
finement that subdues oscillations but can also increase ParA availability, which encourages
oscillatory motion. This makes it possible at a fixed amount of atot to observe a transition
from a stationary (non-oscillatory) ParB-complex arrangement to oscillatory motion to back
to stable fixed-points as partition complex numbers increase. In Fig. 3.6A we show this in
simulations initiated with the same total ParA concentration and length (atot = 0.17, l = 10,
c = 1, r = 8), changing only the complex number from one to three. We observe a transition
from a decaying trajectory to oscillatory behaviour as partition complex number is doubled
followed by a transition back into stable organization for three complexes. Similarly, an
increase in substrate length may trigger oscillations, due to relaxation of confinement, or
lead back to stable fixed-points as free ParA is diluted out as the system size continues to
increase. In Fig. 3.6B we show results for a system of two complexes as only the length of
the substrate is varied from l = 10 to l = 20 (atot = 0.16, c = 1.0, r = 8). The pair of
complexes shows stable organization at l = 10, oscillates on a substrate length of l = 15,
and returns to a stable arrangement at l = 20. Hence, the interplay of confinement effects
and increased ParA availability creates counteracting effects that affect partition-complex
organization.
To put the above findings in context, total amounts of ParA in bacteria range from 100-
4000 dimers which corresponds to atot = 0.05 to 2.3 in our model. With respect to length,
nucleoid lengths vary from 800nm to 4µm in WT E. coli cells corresponding to l = 8− 40.
These values reside near the boundaries shown in the above plots, and so these transitions
in dynamics from oscillations to fixed-points could be relevant in vivo.
3.3.3 Diverse Par protein patterns in two dimensions
So far we have only considered partition complex motion along a single dimension. Although
the key dependencies of partition complex dynamics on system parameters remain the same,
extending Eqs. 3.3 and 3.4 to a two-dimensional system (see Section 3.5) allows for a wider
range of patterns to develop. We consider a limited concentration of ParA with a variable
rate of rebinding (as in vivo) and include the experimentally observed anisotropic elasticity
of the nucleoid in our model [62]. For a comprehensive portrait of possible patterns we change
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Figure 3.6: (A) ParB-complex trajectories from simulations on a substrate of l = 14, atot =
0.17, r = 8, and c = 1 for increasing number of complexes from N = 1 (top), N = 2 (middle)
and N = 3 (bottom). (B) ParB-complex trajectories from simulations of two complexes on
a substrate of increasing length while all other parameters are kept fixed at atot = 0.17,
r = 8, and c = 1.0. The length of the substrate is increased from l = 10 (top) to l = 15
(middle) and then to l = 20 (bottom).
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the amount of available ParA and alter the spatial confinement of the system by varying
the substrate length and width. We first study the system under extreme confinement,
then relax the confinement along one direction and eventually relax confinement in both
directions for two different levels of ParA availability. Lastly, the parameter c changes the
size of the depletion zone (smaller c corresponds to smaller depletion zones) and this also
has the effect of affecting the confinement of the partition complex. So we also reduce
confinement by decreasing the parameter c.
Fig. 3.7 shows the resultant ParA profiles for two identical partition complexes on two-
dimensional substrates of varying sizes. The instantaneous positional information of the
partition complexes can be reliably inferred from the ParA depletion zones on each sub-
strate (for trajectories of the centres of mass, see Fig. 3.8). Despite initializing the two
partition complexes at similar locations on all substrates, we observe a range of spatial pat-
terns that depend on ParA availability and confinement of the partition complex. Fig. 3.7A
shows the final partition complex positioning on a substrate with a length of the order of
the depletion zone of a single complex along both directions and low ParA concentration
(atot = 0.3). Under this dual condition of extreme confinement and low ParA availability,
the partition complexes align along the vertical axis (Fig. 3.8A) due to the anisotropy in
substrate elasticity (see Section 3.5) and do not execute oscillations. As the substrate size
is increased along the x-direction the partition complexes separate longitudinally, settling
in stable positions at quarter-length points due to a lack of ParA resources (Fig. 3.7B).
Finally, substrate size is increased along both directions and the partition complexes settle
at a distance that minimizes any overlap in their respective depletion zones implying that
oscillatory motion is prohibited by the lack of ParA resources (Fig. 3.7C). On increasing the
available ParA (atot = 0.5), the same system executes robust oscillations on the small sub-
strate of aspect ratio one (Fig. 3.7D) and on the larger substrate where confinement along
the x-direction is reduced (Fig. 3.7E). Axial asymmetry along the x-direction occurs as the
two partition complexes are repelled (due to the depletion of ParA) along the y-direction
at the point of closest contact in their respective trajectories (Fig. 3.8). These oscillations
are eventually subdued as the size of the substrate is increased further and the two parti-
tion complexes settle at a distance that minimizes any overlap in their respective depletion
zones (Fig. 3.7F). This is similar to our finding in the previous section wherein systems with
medium to low ParA showed oscillatory behaviour at small lengths which were subdued as
the substrate length increased.
Interestingly, a decrease in the value of c (the ratio between the lengthscale over which
ParB hydrolyzes ParA to the lengthscale over which ParA attracts ParB) from 1.0 to 0.8
triggers oscillations at low ParA (atot = 0.3) as shown in Fig. 3.7G. Such a triggering
of oscillations was not observed when the size of the system was increased for the same
level of ParA (Fig. 3.7C). Hence, modulating the value of c affects the partition complex
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Figure 3.7: (A) Bound ParA concentration for a simulated two-partition-complex system on
a rectangular substrate of length 6 and width 6 with low ParA availability (atot = 0.3). (B)
Same as (A) with length 14 and width 6. (C) Same as (A) with length = width = 20. (D)
Same as (A) with higher ParA availability (atot = 0.5). (E) Same as (B) with atot = 0.5.
(F) Same as (C) with atot = 0.5. (G) Same as (B) with c = 0.8. The partition complex
trajectories along the x-axis and y-axis for these systems are given in Fig. 3.8.
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Recently, super-high resolution images have shown detectable differences between the
spatial organization of a pair of F plasmids in E. coli and the origins of replication of du-
plicate chromosomes in B. subtilis [11]. For both species, the respective partition complexes
are under the control of the Par system and the nucleoids of the selected image samples
were of equal length (∼1.5µm). It was observed that the plasmids settle at quarter length
positions along the length of the nucleoid and have axial symmetry, while the replicated
chromosome origins in B. subtilis appear to segregate in the radial dimension and were
also detected in diametrically opposite ends of the nucleoid farther than the quarter length
points (see Fig 1 of [11]).
Considering a rectangular substrate as an approximation of a cylindrical nucleoid we
have simulated the analogous substrate sizes (length = 1.4 µm and width = 0.6 µm) above
for a two partition complex system (Fig. 3.8B, E and G). We find remarkable similarity
between the experimentally observed partition complex organization and the two possible
bound ParA patterns for this substrate size. Low levels of ParA protein lead to stable
positioning of partition complexes at the quarter length points while higher levels of ParA
or a decrease in the value of the parameter c triggers oscillatory behaviour. We find that
oscillatory motion leads to axial asymmetry, while stably positioned partition complexes
align symmetrically along the long axis for a substrate of this particular size. Oscillations
lead to an asymmetry along the long axis due to inter-complex repulsion at the point of
closest contact which reinforces segregation along the short axis and also pushes the partition
complexes further towards the longitudinal extremes of the substrate (comparing B to E
and G in Fig. 3.8). Hence, a difference in the ParA levels or the properties of the system that
affect c could be the underlying cause behind the differences observed in pattern formation
for E. coli plasmids and B. subtilis chromosome origins. A difference in the factor c, the
ratio of the lengthscales of ParA removal and ParA-ParB force, can arise due to differences
in the undetermined chemical rates at which ParA-ParB bonds are created and decay. As
previously mentioned, these rates are possibly affected by the structure of the partition
complex, the ParB protein density on the complex, the interference of cytosolic ParA with
the partition complex-bound ParB or a combination of all these factors which may differ
across bacterial species. It is important to note that while oscillatory dynamics of two
partition complexes on rectangular substrates always creates axial asymmetry, it is possible
to achieve stable positioning with axial asymmetry for shorter substrates corresponding to
lengths much shorter (∼ 1µm) than the size of the nucleoids considered in the experimental
study.
3.4 Discussion
In this Chapter we have mapped out the phase space of the dynamics of a deterministic






































Figure 3.8: The time evolution of the positions of two partition complexes on a 2D substrate
of varying proportion. The analogous stable or instantaneous bound ParA concentration is
given in Fig. 3.7. (A) xB (red solid) and yB (red dashed) for two complexes on a substrate
of length 6 and width 6 with low ParA availability (atot = 0.3) as a function of time. (B)
Same as (A) with length 14 and width 6. (C) Same as (B) with length = width = 20. (D)
Same as (A) with higher ParA availability (atot = 0.5). (E) Same as (B) with atot = 0.5.
(F) Same as (C) with atot = 0.5. (G) Same as (B) with c = 0.8.
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cations to both in vivo and in vitro systems. The resulting trajectories of the complexes
could be classified into either oscillatory or decaying behaviour to stable equi-spaced posi-
tions along the substrate length, similar to what has been found in other simulation studies
[58, 62, 105, 108]. Oscillations existed when the system parameters were such that sufficient
ParA protein and substrate space were available to the ParB-complex. We found that when
the available ParA was below a certain threshold, or if the rate of ParA hydrolysis was
high, partition complex translocation was not triggered and the partition complexes moved
to fixed positions due to their inter-complex repulsion. In addition to these factors, sub-
strate confinement due to multiple ParB complexes also affected the dynamics of partition
complexes in complex ways depending on ParA availability.
Using stability analysis on our coupled equations for ParA concentrations and ParB-
complex positions, we provided a numerically calculated boundary separating oscillatory
from non-oscillatory dynamics for a single ParB-complex for the extended parameter space
including substrate length for a fixed c. These boundaries matched well with simulated
results and assisted us in predicting system behaviour for a range of substrate lengths and
ParA-ParB chemistry. Using the observation that ParB-complexes tended toward symmetric
positions about the centre of the cell, we extended our one partition complex result to cases
with multiple partition complex. Our analytical approximation for the boundaries performed
optimally for simulations in which complexes were spatially confined.
To mimic in vivo conditions, we considered the effect of limiting the available ParA such
that the rebinding ParA concentrations were calculated for each simulation time step by
subtracting the bound ParA from the total ParA, atot, that the system was initialized with.
This increased the effect of ParB-stimulated hydrolysis rates on the available ParA, which
in turn affected ParB-complex dynamics in complex ways. An increase in the number of
complexes lead to counteracting effects of increased cytoplasmic ParA, which encouraged
oscillations, or spatial confinement, which subdued oscillations. Similarly, an increase in
substrate length could both trigger oscillations due to relaxation of confinement as well as
subdue oscillations due to redistribution of ParA over larger regions. In the context of a
replicating and dividing cell, plasmids need to be able to sense and measure the growing cell
which would necessitate oscillations, however oscillatory behaviour can favour the invasion
of domains that is harmful to faithful segregation of genetic material. We argue that either
through confinement (continuing to add plasmids) or via dilution (from growth) that the
final end point is to achieve a stable fixed-point dynamics that provides equi-distant spacing.
If cells are poised with a total ParA concentration that is near the boundary of oscillations,
it could achieve the necessary oscillations and then tend toward fixed-point dynamics over
the course of a single cell cycle.
In the context of chromosomes, the ParABS system, in conjunction with condensin
complexes and organization proteins, orchestrates the post-replication spatio-temporal be-
haviour of the chromosome origins in various bacteria. Fluorescence microscopy has shown
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how the chromosome loci associated with the ParB-parS complex are positioned at spe-
cific locations along the length of the nucleoid during the process of replication followed
by segregation. These patterns range from polar localization of the origin in Caulobacter
crescentus [109], Vibrio cholerae I [110], and Myxococcus xanthus [111] to sub-polar fluctua-
tions in Pseudomonas aeruginosa [83] and B. subtilis [78]. A host of mechanisms have been
explored to explain the underlying reasons behind this variety in organization. By extending
our model to two dimensions and selecting a substrate of size analogous to the bacterial
nucleoid, we were able to obtain partition complex organization patterns with remarkable
similarity to recently observed images of F plasmids in E. coli and chromosome origins in
B. subtilis [11]. At low level of ParA proteins the two partition complexes segregated longi-
tudinally and settled symmetrically in the quarter length positions along the length of the
substrate, like the F plasmids. An increase in the level of ParA resources or a decrease in
the value of c was able to create the axial asymmetry observed for the chromosomal origins
but it was accompanied by robust oscillations. Remarkably, the longitudinal oscillations
of the B. subtilis chromosomes have been experimentally observed in another study and
the role of the par loci in orchestrating these oscillations between ori-ter and left-ori-right
states has been questioned [78]. Our study highlights the extent to which the Par system
alone could be sufficient to explain the observed differences between plasmid and chromo-
somal organization in the specific case of E. coli and B. subtilis cells. In conclusion, the Par
protein system is a versatile segregation machinery which is capable of organizing partition
complexes in a variety of patterns based on the five system parameters considered in our
model.
3.5 Methods
Nondimensionalization of the deterministic model and simulation details
Here we provide a full summary of the dynamical model and the resulting dimensionless
equations. The substrate-bound ParA concentration(A(X)) is affected by three mechanisms:
rebinding of cytoplasmic ParA-ATP, removal due to ParB stimulation in regions close to
the partition complexes (XiB) and dephosphorylation of ParA-ATP into ParA-ADP which is
un-initiated by partition complexes. As mentioned above, the rate of ParA-ATP rebinding is
kon, the rate of ParB-stimulated hydrolysis is ν and the slower rate of ParA auto-hydrolysis












The rate of rebinding kon has been experimentally found to be similar to the ParB
stimulated rate of hydrolysis, ν, which is taken to be 0.1s−1 [62]. Dividing the above equation
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by ν gives us the hydrolysis factor (r = ν/γ) and we rescale actual time by ν and obtain a
dimensionless time variable τ = νt. We also rescale our ParA concentration by a reference
concentration, A0, such that Am(X, t) = A0am(x, τ) and Atot = A0atot. This reference
concentration will be calculated later when we rescale the equations for the motion of the
ParB-complexes. Finally, we rescale all spatial variables by the effective range of ParA
fluctuations, σF , such that x = X/σF is a dimensionless spatial variable. This gives us the
following dimensionless equation, Eq. 3.4, for bound ParA:
∂a(x, τ)
∂τ










For the in vitro approximation for 〈ab〉, we consider the steady state bound ParA con-
centration, a∗(x), by considering the equation: 0 = atot − 〈ab〉 − a∗(x)/r, in the absence of
any partition complex or spatial noise. For such a case 〈ab〉 = a∗(x), as the substrate-bound
ParA would not have any spatial variation. This finally gives 〈ab〉 = ratot/(r+1). Thus, the
average bound ParA is a function of total initial ParA and hydrolysis factor. We simulate














Now we use the aforementioned scaling factors to alter our equation for the change
in ParB-complex positions, XiB. The complexes are translocating due to elastic restoring
forces that are exerted by the DNA-bound ParA associating with them within a spatial
range given by the characteristic nucleoid fluctuation length, σF . When a ParB complex
at XiB comes in contact with ParA-ATP at a position X, the elastic cost of deforming
the system is Eel,f = 12
kBT
σ2F
(X − XiB)2 where σf gives the effective range over which the
elastic force extends. Thus the probability of forming ParA-ParB contacts is proportional
to e−Eel,f/kBT and the total force is given by summing over concentration of ParA at all X.
Assuming the complexes are overdamped without an inertial velocity, we get the following













where ξ is the drag on the ParB-complex. To reduce our dimensions from a three-dimensional
volume (as inside the nucleoid) to a one-dimensional system, we integrate the ParA con-
centration over the cross-sectional area to give an integral along just the long axis of the
nucleoid volume and rescale that ParA concentration by A0 to obtain the dimensionless
parameter a(x, τ) and the geometric factor Q. This is done as follows:
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∫
dV A(X, t) =
∫
dXQσ2FA0a(x, τ).













Now we evaluate the geometric factor, Q, that results from integrating out the other dimen-
sions, reducing the system to a one-dimensional system aligned with the long axis of the
cell. We start by assuming that the bound ParA concentration ahead of the bead along the
direction of motion is spherically symmetric at a given radial distance (x− xB). The force
along the x-direction at a given angular position, θ and φ, is (x − xB) cos(θ). Integrating








This gives a geometric factor of Q = π. To simplify the dimensionless equation we set









From references [62, 105] we take D = 0.0003µm2/s and σF = 100nm for the diffusion
coefficient and average longitudinal nucleoid fluctuation range in an E. coli cell. Considering
the rate of random ParA dissociation to be 0.1s−1 we find A0 =1760nM as the reference













The dimensionless equations, Eqs. 3.3 and 3.4, were simulated to analyze the dynamics
of the substrate-bound ParA concentrations and the centre of mass of ParB-bound cargo.
In all simulations we used ∆x = 0.1 and ∆τ = 0.01. The ParA concentration on the
substrate was initialized with an average initial concentration (atot/2) and uniform noise
with magnitude δa = 0.01 was added to each site. The resultant profile was a spatially
noisy distribution about the mean ParA concentration. The ParB-complexes’ centre-of-
mass coordinates, xiB, were chosen to be at random positions along the substrate length
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(-l/2, l/2). For the case of a constant ParA rebinding rate, the rebinding rate is (atot−〈ab〉)
= atot/(1 + r), while for the case of limited ParA resources, 〈ab〉 was calculated at every
time step using 〈ab〉 = 1/l
∫
a(x, τ).
We used the initial value solver for a coupled system of ODEs from SciPy to integrate
the differential equations for the partition complex positions and the concentration of ParA
on the substrate. The time periods of the resulting trajectories were calculated by using a
python module called Peakutils that detects peaks in single-valued periodic functions. The
time points of these peaks were used to determine amplitudes of oscillations and trajectories
were classified as oscillatory if three consecutive peak to peak amplitudes were within a
tolerance value of 0.01 (difference in absolute value). Trajectories were classified as decaying
if there was a monotonic decrease in their peak to peak amplitude. The details of the
analytic approximation for the boundary separating parameter regimes that lead to partition
complex oscillation or decay are provided in the next section.
For the extension of the model to two-dimensions, a rectangular substrate was initialized
with an average initial concentration, atot/2, and spatial noise was added. At each time
step, the mean bound ParA was calculated and subtracted from the total ParA, atot, to
determine the available cytoplasmic ParA for rebinding. The equations determining the
motion along the axial dimension and longitudinal dimension were modelled to account for
nucleoid anisotropy and are provided in a following section.
Linear stability analysis of single partition complex dynamics
Here we linearize the dynamical equations for a single ParB-complex for a system with a
constant rate of ParA rebinding (we do not consider the case of limited resources here)
to examine the crossover from damped dynamics to oscillations. We assume that a steady
state solution to the coupled equations exists and we linearize Eq. 3.3 for a single complex
about this solution. The steady state solutions to the given equations are x∗B = 0 and
a∗(x) = atot/[(1 + r)(1/r + exp(−x2/2c2))]. For xB we consider a small time-dependent
perturbation xB(τ) = x∗B + δxB(τ). Instead of considering a spatial perturbation to the
steady state ParA concentration, we assume that at small enough perturbations, the shape
of the steady state solution does not vary much, rather only its central position moves. Thus
we consider the time-dependent variation of the ParA solution for small perturbations to go
as a(x, τ) = atot/[(1 + r)(1/r+ exp(−(x− δxA(τ))2/2c2)]. The two dynamical variables are
now δxB(τ) and δxA(τ). Substituting these into the relations for the steady state above,



























and by integrating over the finite substrate size, we get the following equation for the




















Assuming solutions of the form δxB(τ) = δxB exp(λτ) and δxA(τ) = δxA exp(λτ) yields
an eigenvalue problem. The eigenvalues, λ, predict the nature of the dynamics for small
perturbations away from the steady state solution: <λ < 0 are decaying solutions and
<λ > 0 may yield oscillations. Our stability analysis has limitations as it considers only
Hopf-type perturbations and assumes that a steady state exists [112]. While it gives a good
estimate of where the system crosses over from decaying to oscillatory solutions for most
cases, it breaks down in the limit of low confinement. The values from this analysis were
used to overlay the boundaries between oscillatory phase space and fixed-point solution
phase space in Fig. 3.3.
Two-dimensional model for plasmid and chromosome organization in vivo
Extending our model to 2 dimensions requires careful consideration of the equations deter-
mining the motion of the partition complex along the longitudinal and axial dimension as
the underlying nucleoid was observed to have anisotropic dynamics. Furthermore, the ref-
erence concentration used in our model, A0, is dependent on system dimensions and would
change accordingly. The probability of a plasmid at (XB, YB) forming a contact with ParA
at (X,Y ) in 2D is given by:





Substituting kx = kBTσ2F,x transforms the above to:







We have from [62] that σF,x = 100nm while σF,y = 50nm implying that the chromosome
is stiffer along the axial dimensions. Substituting this into the expression for P (bond) gives:





where all the length scales have been normalized by σF,x. The force due to the ParA springs
is given by −~k.~r. Hence the force along x and y will be given by:
Fx = −kx(X −XB), Fy = −ky(Y − YB), (3.8)
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(X −XB), Fy = −
kBT
σ2F,y
(Y − YB). (3.9)
Rescaling the length scales by σF,x, time scale by ν and concentrations by A0 as for the


















2(y − yB)a(x, y), (3.11)
where all the constants have been pulled out of the integral and the reference concentra-
tion, A0 = ν/QD, is chosen such that the equations are simplified to the form above.
Consequently, the removal of ParA concentration at any point (x,y) is given by:
da(x, y, τ)
dτ









2c2 a(x, y). (3.12)
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Chapter 4
Superdiffusive motion and motility
modes in the dynamics of
polyvalent rotational monowheels
4.1 Introduction
Directed translocation through the burnt-bridge Brownian ratchet (BBR) mechanism is
used by cells along with cytoskeletal stepping and filament depolymerization to carry out
intracellular transport. This method of directional motion has also been exploited by non-
living systems such as Influenza [12]. To better understand the design principles that lead
to effective BBR mediated transport, researchers have created synthetic systems in which
transport occurs through the irreversible altering of substrate sites by a polyvalent motor
hub driven by diffusion and biased by its interaction with unvisited substrate sites. As
detailed in Section 1.7 of Chapter 1, the recent construction of spherical synthetic motor
hubs capable of translocation via rolling as well as translation has raised important questions
about which BBR construction parameters favour translocation by these two distinct modes
of motion.
In this chapter we present a polyvalent monowheel moving along a 1D track of substrates
that can reproduce all the observed dynamics: rolling, adhesive translation, biased diffusion,
and free diffusion. We explore the dependence of motor dynamics on its size, strength of
interaction with the substrate and the rate of substrate cleavage. We find that there is an
optimal motor velocity as a function of both size and substrate cleavage rate, which varies
with the strength of the interaction. With respect to the mode of motility, rolling motion
is favoured at low cleavage rate, and transitions to adhesive translation (sliding/slipping),
biased diffusion and eventually free diffusion as the rate increases. The transition from rolling
to adhesive translation depends strongly on the size of the bead. We also see evidence of
heterogeneous modes of motion within single trajectories. In the last section of the chapter
we use statistical methods to find the distinct motility modes within the single motor
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trajectories. There we show how these modes and their occupancies depend on system
parameters.
4.2 Model
We model a highly polyvalent rotary motor as a 2D circular monowheel of radius R which
is composed of n rigidly bound monomeric enzymes of diameter σ that are constrained to
move together (nσ = 2πR). The complementary surface is considered to be a 1D chain
of equidistantly spaced substrates of the same radius σ such that their positions are given
by ~rj = (jσ, 0) (Fig 4.1). The motor enzymes (green) interact independently with the
substrates (red) and the vector sum of these interactions exerts a translational force as
well as a torque about the centre of mass of the monowheel. In our simulations, we track
the spatial coordinates associated with the centre of mass of the monowheel, ~r = (x, y),
and the rotational coordinate, θ. Since the enzymes are arranged rigidly, their individual
positions ~Ri=(xi, yi) can be calculated from the position of the centre of mass and the
rotational coordinate. We consider the monowheel to be in the over-damped regime such
that its motion is governed by Brownian dynamics. The equations of motion for the centre












where γ is the drag coefficient. It is related to the diffusion coefficient of the monowheel
as γD = kBT , and assuming isotropic conditions the translational diffusive coefficients, Dx
and Dy, are equal and scale inversely with the radius of the circular motor monowheel as per
the Stokes-Einstein equation, D = kBT/6πηR. We account for the increasing gravitational
force due to the increasing mass of larger monowheels by adding a downward force to
the monowheel at every time step as F . The force is calculated by assuming a reference
monomer density of polystyrene and takes into account the buoyant force due to the aqueous
environment. The sum over i is over all the enzymes on the monowheel while the sum over
j is over all the substrates on the surface, and U(d) represents the interaction potential,
given by an attractive 12-6 Lennard-Jones function governed by the well depth, ε, between












The displacement between an enzyme and a substrate is given by dij =
√
(xi − jσ)2 + y2i .
For unvisited substrate monomers this interaction occurs within a distance, 2σ, and the
substrate and enzyme are considered to form a bond (black, see Fig. 4.1). These bonds sub-




Figure 4.1: The monowheel is composed of n monomeric enzymes (green) in a rigid circular
arrangement with radius R. The centre-of-mass coordinates are given by x and y and the
angular orientation of the monowheel is specified by θ. The surface consists of monomeric
substrates (red) which attract the motor enzymes with interaction energy ε and bind them
within an interaction distance, 2σ. These bound enzyme-substrate bonds cleave at a rate of
roff leaving the substrate products (blue squares) unable to attract and bind motor enzymes
again.
products this potential has a cut-off range at d = 2(1/6)σ, such that these substrates exert a
soft-wall repulsion on the monowheel enzymes. The last term in Eq. 4.1 gives the Brownian
displacement of the monowheel where ~η is a normally distributed random vector with zero
mean and unit standard deviation.
Besides the force on the centre of mass of the monowheel, the surface of substrates also
exerts a torque on the monowheel that could cause it to rotate. We analogously consider
the overdamped regime and that the rotational degree of freedom is executing Brownian









(~Ri − ~r)× (−~∇U(dij)) +
√
2γθkBT~η (4.3)
where γθ is the rotational frictional drag coefficient and is analogously related to the rota-
tional diffusion coefficient Dθ as γθDθ = kBT . For a monowheel of radius R the γθ is equal
to 8πηR3. Eqs. 4.1–4.3 completely specify the dynamics of the monowheel.
Lastly, we specify the chemistry between the monowheel enzymes and the surface of
substrates. If an enzyme on the monowheel is within an interaction distance of 2σ from a
substrate, they form a bond. Bonds cleave with a probability roff∆t in each time step of
∆t. If this reaction occurs then the substrate becomes a product and only interacts with
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the monowheel as a repulsive self-avoiding monomer. If an enzyme and substrate separate
spatially before the bond can be cleaved the substrate becomes unbound but remains active
and may bind the monowheel again. Hence, substrate activity is governed entirely by the
rate of cleaving of the bonds formed between the enzymes and the substrates. We do not
consider the renewal of substrates in this model.
To explore the transitions between translation and rolling, in this chapter we examine
the behaviour of the monowheel by changing its size R (by changing n), interaction force
strength ε and the rate of substrate cleaving roff . We consider monowheels of three sizes,
R = 0.5µm, 1.5µm and 3 µm, and study their behaviours over a range of ε and roff val-
ues. The choice of these specific sizes was motivated by previous experimental work [101].
Importantly, unlike traditional molecular motor studies, we include the trajectory data for
monowheels that detach from the surface of substrates and execute free diffusion before
possibly reattaching to the surface.
4.3 Methods
Computation of trajectories and rotation
For computational simplification we nondimensionalize our dynamical equations. We scale
all lengths by the diameter of the monomeric enzymes/substrates, rx = σx, and the time by
t = σ2/2D0τ such that τ is dimensionless and D0 is the translational diffusion of a reference
monowheel of radius R0 = σr0 that sets the scale of the fluctuations (all diffusion coefficients
can be expressed in terms of D0). Energies are scaled by the energy unit kBT = 1.
In our simulations we set σ =125 nm and consider a reference monowheel of radius 0.5
µm. The number of enzymes on the monowheel is calculated by approximating a closely
packed arrangement of monomeric beads. For the reference monowheel, n = 2πR/σ = 25,
and the reference diffusion constant for this monowheel is calculated by estimating the
kinetic drag experienced by a polystyrene bead of radius 0.5µm placed in water. The other
monowheel sizes (1.5 µm and 3 µm) correspond to enzyme numbers n= 75 and 151. The
equations of motion for the monowheel are discretized and numerically solved using the
finite difference method in steps of δτ = 25 x 10−7. We extract the coordinates of the
monowheel every 2000 steps, implying ∆τ=0.005.
To quantify the behaviour of a single monowheel trajectory we calculate two quantities.
A convenient metric for characterizing directionality is Gx(T ) = |x(T )−x(0)|s(T ) where s(T ) is
the total distance traveled over the trajectory and x(T ) and x(0) are the initial and final
positions. It is the ratio of the final displacement over the sum of all distances travelled
along the trajectory by the monowheel. It is a bounded value which ranges between 0 for
pure diffusion to 1 when the motion is purely directed. The ensemble and time average,
〈Gx〉, calculated for a fixed final displacement, |x(T )− x(0)|, is a good measure to compare
the motor’s ability to translocate directionally for a range of parameter values.
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For any spherical object rolling ideally on a surface the linear displacement of the cen-
tre of mass is equal to the angular displacement multiplied by the radius of the object.
Hence, if the motor monowheel executes ideal rolling behaviour with a constant turnover
of transient bonds with the surface substrates the linear displacement of an enzyme on the
monowheel’s rim, R∆θ, would be perfectly correlated with the linear displacement of the
centre of mass along the surface, ∆x. Conversely, a freely diffusing monowheel experiences
independent translational and rotational kicks which are completely uncorrelated. Thus,
the correlation between the angular and centre-of-mass displacements of the monowheel





where the sum over i is over all the x and θ displacements in a single trajectory. Each
trajectory gives a correlation coefficient of rolling which can be averaged over an ensemble
of trajectories with the same parameter values for a single value.
Jump length distributions
The probability of a diffusing particle displacing by a distance of ∆r from its current position
in a time duration of ∆τ in two dimensions is given by [113]:




Analogously, if the particle has a drift velocity of v the probability of a displacement of ∆r






where D is the respective diffusion coefficient.
The above distributions are Rayleigh distributions for the magnitude of the radial 2D
vector, ~∆r, which is a sum of individual x and y displacements. The individual x and
y displacements are uncorrelated, normally distributed and with equal variance and zero
mean for diffusive motion and a translated mean for motion with drift along x. Under the
assumption that a motor executes a combination of pure diffusion and directed diffusion in
2D, the distribution of the magnitude of its jumps along x can be modelled as a combination






where vx is the drift velocity of the directed component of the particle’s motion and a, b, c
and d are time-dependent fit parameters such that the distribution is normalized. The fit
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parameter b(∆τ) is equal to 4D∆τ where D is the diffusion coefficient of the diffusive mode
and the fit parameter d(∆τ) is equal to 4Dx∆τ where Dx is the diffusion coefficient of the
directed diffusion mode. If the trajectory of the enzyme-coated monowheel can be approxi-
mated as the combination of purely diffusive and directed motion along x, the probability
distribution of its centre-of-mass x displacements would be a bimodal function given by
Eq. 4.7. By plotting the jump length distributions for increasing time lags (∆τ, 2∆τ ...),
multiple measurements of the average jump length associated with the directed diffusion
mode, 〈xD〉 = vx∆τ , can be found by fitting the distribution to Eq. 4.7. The drift velocity
for an ensemble can be extracted from the slope of this average jump length with respect
to time step, ∆τ . We fit the jumps from an ensemble of trajectories for a fixed n, ε and roff
to the functional form above and extract multiple values of 〈xD〉 as a function of ∆τ . The
slope of this curve would give the average velocity of the directed diffusion mode.
Mean squared displacement calculations
The mean squared displacement (MSD) of trajectories with respect to time has been tra-
ditionally studied to analyze anomalous diffusive behaviour in molecular motors literature
[96, 98]. It is defined as the second moment in the distribution of displacements, and its
scaling coefficient with time is used to classify diffusive motion as normal, anomalous, di-
rected or confined. Since we are primarily interested in translocation along the axis parallel
to the substrate, we consider the ensemble-averaged MSD along x for N simulations for a





i (x(τ = 0)− x(τ))2i ∝ τα(τ), (4.8)
where α(τ) gives the local power law scaling behaviour of the diffusive system and is calcu-
lated by using a sliding window of logarithmically spaced points. If α > 1.0, the system is
executing superdiffusive motion and if α < 1.0 it is executing subdiffusive motion.
Motility modes: Gaussian mixture model
A Gaussian mixture model (GMM) is a probabilistic model which assumes that a set of
known data points is generated from a mixture of a finite number of Gaussian distributions
with unknown parameters. A Gaussian mixture fit gives the probability distribution con-
structed from the weighted combination of the distinct Gaussian distributions from which
the data has been drawn. Latent variables of this model include the number of compo-
nent Gaussian distributions, the parameters (mean, variance) of the component Gaussian
distributions and the weight of each component in the mixed probability density.
The expectation-maximization (EM) algorithm can be used to fit a Gaussian mixture
model to a set of data points presumed to emerge from a collection of Gaussian distri-
butions [115]. Starting from initial guesses for the number of components, parameters of
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components and weights within the mixture, the expectation of obtaining the given data
set can be calculated. This is followed by the calculation of the log-likelihood of the guesses
and increments in the guesses until the likelihood converges to a local maximum. Multiple
iterations of such fitting procedures can lead to the discovery of latent variables that give a
global maxima. When fitting a Gaussian mixture model to a data set, it is possible to in-
crease the likelihood by increasing the number of Gaussian distributions, but doing so may
result in overfitting. The Bayesian information criterion (BIC) or the Akaike information
criterion (AIC) are model selection criteria that can be used to select a preferred model
from among the finite set of models with increasing number of components and different
covariance types. A spherical covariance allows each component in the GMM to have its
own singular covariance for all dimensions. A diagonal (diag) covariance matrix has all off-
diagonal elements set to zero, while the variance of all components can be independent of
each other. A tied (spherical) covariance matrix is the same as a diagonal one with the addi-
tional constraint that all components have the same variance. A full covariance matrix has
all variances and co-variances between components as being free parameters to be learned
in the fit. The model with the lowest BIC/AIC is preferred as the optimal fit to the data.
BIC and AIC are heuristic measures that resolve the problem of overfitting by introducing
a penalty term for the number of components in the model.
For a diffusing particle in a homogenous environment, the instantaneous displacements
are drawn from a Gaussian distribution of zero mean and variance 2D∆t. The displace-
ments are first separated for different values of ε and n as we expect their corresponding
displacement magnitudes to be different. Next, within a group of fixed ε and n we concate-
nate the x and y displacements in a time step of 10∆τ for the entire range of roff values.
In this thesis we present the results of fitting the displacement data for n = 75 and ε = 8
to a Gaussian mixture model using the Scikit-learn mixture module for Python 3.6. The
x and y displacements for a time step of 10∆τ are calculated by sliding a window through
the trajectory data in steps of ∆τ to extract the largest possible ensemble of data points
from each simulation. We fit multiple Gaussian mixture models with increasing number of
components and different covariances. Using the BIC we find the model that best char-
acterizes the Gaussian distributions from which the diffusive and directed diffusive steps
for this monowheel (n = 75 and ε = 8) have been drawn. Our choice of a time step of
10∆τ was selected for higher resolution between the Gaussians associated with each motil-
ity mode. Fits to displacements calculated from smaller time steps produced a distribution
without sufficient separation between the Gaussian profiles associated with each motility
mode, while fits to displacements calculated from larger time steps also led to the same
number of motility modes.
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Motility modes: Hidden Markov Model
A HMM is a statistical model for a Markov process in which a sequence of observed data
is generated from a series of hidden internal states. The number of hidden states in the
model is specified but the sequence of these unobservable hidden states in which the system
exists is unknown. The transitions between hidden states are assumed to have the form of
a (first-order) Markov chain. Once in a particular hidden state, the observed data is drawn
from a distribution of unknown parameters. A HMM is completely determined by the start
probability vector, the transition matrix and the parameters of the probability distributions
from which the observables are drawn.
A given set of data can be fit to a HMM of a specified number of hidden states. The
fit can estimate the sequence of hidden states, the transition probabilities between them
and the parameters of the probability distributions from which the observable are drawn
for each hidden state. To perform the fit, an Expectation-Maximization (EM) algorithm,
known as the Baum-Welch algorithm, is performed to estimate the model parameters given
the observable data. The Viterbi algorithm is used to extract the optimal sequence of hidden
states given the model parameters and observed data. The Forward-Backward algorithm is
used to calculate the model likelihood given the model parameters and observed data. The
description and underlying statistical relevance of all these algorithms can be found in the
book [115].
After extracting the number of different motility modes, we fit the sequential trajectory
data for a fixed n, ε pair to a hidden Markov model with Gaussian emissions. For the initial
fitting we create two input matrices; a two-dimensional matrix with x and y displacements
for the entire range of roff values, and a one-dimensional matrix with the integer length of
each individual simulation trajectory. This ensures that the last and first displacement of
two separate simulations are not mistaken as a transition. The python module Hmmlearn
allows a multi-sequence fit for multidimensional input data with a pre-specified number of
hidden states to represent a model.
By separating the results of the HMM predictions for all the trajectories associated
to every value of roff we can extract characteristics of each motility mode for that set of
n, ε and roff . Furthermore, the heterogeneity within a single trajectory can be explored by
studying the underlying sequence of hidden states. It is important to note that the HMM
fitting was performed by considering positive x displacements and negative x displacements
as two distinct components. Thus, a transition probability ∼ 0.9 to remain directed in the
+x direction indicates that the monowheel continues to move in the same x direction with
a probability of 0.9.
While for the GMM fit we concatenated all the trajectory displacements for a fixed value
of n and ε without any ordering, here the fit has to respect the order of the displacements
in x and y in order to calculate the state transitions as well as distinguish between different
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samples of the data. We find that while we had to use displacements of over 10∆τ to
distinguish between different motility modes in a GMM fit, we are able to distinguish
between HMM hidden states with very close Gaussian emissions easily with displacements
measured over ∆τ .
4.4 Results
Here we present the results of simulations of the dynamics of a rotational polyvalent
monowheel on a one-dimensional surface of substrates that it can cleave. Although dimen-
sionality is important, keeping the system simple allows us to explore the full phase space
of the dynamics and how it depends on the size of the monowheel, the chemical kinetics and
the magnitude of the interaction. Furthermore, studies show that polyvalent BBRs retain
one-dimensional superdiffusive behaviour for narrow two-dimensional tracks [98].
4.4.1 Ensemble behaviour: translational directed motion and rotational
directed motion
We first consider the motion of the monowheel in the absence of any interaction between the
enzymes and the substrates (ε=0, roff=0). Under such conditions we expect the monowheel
to execute purely diffusive motion in two dimensions. In Fig. 4.2A we show the time depen-
dence of the translational (blue) and rotational (red) components for an example trajectory.
It can be seen that there is little to no correlation between the angular and linear motion.
If the monowheel had been translocating via pure rotation then the linear motion would be
perfectly correlated with the angular motion as the two are related by ∆x = R∆θ where R
is the radius of the monowheel. In the absence of any interaction, however, the monowheel
executes diffusive angular motion which is completely independent from the translational
diffusion of the centre of mass. Hence, the expected values of Gx and cθx for purely diffusive
rotating and translating monowheels of increasing n remain close to or equal to zero as
shown in Fig. 4.2B.
Next, we introduce some attraction between the monowheel enzymes and substrates
by having a non-zero interaction, ε. This results in the monowheel associating with the
substrates continually and reduces the motion in the vertical, y-direction. The creation of
transient bonds between the enzymes and substrates provides the required friction for the
monowheel’s rotational motion about its axis to get correlated with its translational motion
along x; we observe pure rolling when the interaction is large (ε = 8) (Fig. 4.2C). We
calculate the ensemble time averages 〈Gx〉 and 〈cθx〉 as a function of increasing interaction
strength for a monowheel of size n = 75 (Fig. 4.2D). While there is no directionality in the
translation of the monowheel along x and the monowheel executes diffusive motion (〈Gx〉 ∼








Figure 4.2: The monowheel of enzymes interacts with a surface of substrates arranged along
x. (A) Displacement of the centre of mass of the monowheel, x (blue), and displacement of
an edge enzyme, Rθ (red), with respect to time for a monowheel of size n = 75, ε, roff = 0.
(B) 〈Gx〉 and 〈cθx〉 as a function of monowheel size (ε, roff = 0). Error bars are standard
deviation over 100 simulations. (C) Same as (A) for ε = 8. (D) 〈Gx〉 and 〈cθx〉 as a function
of interaction strength, ε (n = 75, roff = 0). Error bars are standard deviation over 100
simulations. (E) Same as (A) for ε = 8, roff = 4. (F) 〈Gx〉 and 〈cθx〉 as a function of rate of
substrate cleaving, roff (n = 75, ε = 8). Error bars are standard error of the mean over 50
simulations.
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is increased. Hence the monowheel’s mode of motion is rolling, but in a completely random
manner.
Finally, we introduce chemical kinetics between the enzymes and the substrates. Sub-
strates that are bound to the monowheel enzymes are cleaved at a rate roff (see Section 4.3).
Following cleavage these substrates no longer attract the monowheel which allows the
monowheel to move towards other active substrates. Fig. 4.2E shows an example trajec-
tory of the centre-of-mass translation and rotational motion along x of a monowheel of
size n = 75, ε = 8 and roff = 4. There is high correlation between the translational and
rotational displacements but it is not pure rotation as it executes some slips (|∆x| < |∆θ|)
and skids (|∆x| > |∆θ|). Fig. 4.2F shows 〈Gx〉 and 〈cθx〉 for a range of roff values for a
monowheel of size n = 75 and ε = 8. At very high roff the monowheel tends to dissociate
from the substrate entirely and freely diffuses in x and y. For low roff , the situation is similar
to Fig. 4.2C where the monowheel just executes random rolling on an interacting substrate.
Thus there is an optimal intermediate roff that leads to the most directed motion at fixed
monowheel size and interaction strength. The correlation between translation and angular
motion is highest at low roff , but undergoes a transition at intermediate roff where angular
and translational motion start to decorrelate.
Hence, through the addition of enzyme-substrate interaction, we transition from free
diffusion in 2D with no rolling to confined diffusion along x with pure rolling. Then with
the addition of enzyme-substrate kinetics, this diffusion along x becomes biased and there
is directed transport but with a reduction in the quality of rolling.
4.4.2 Optimizing the directionality of the monowheel
To extract the regions in parameter space that lead to maximum directed motion and
rotation, as measured by the expected values of Gx and cθx, we run multiple simulations
for different monowheel sizes (n = 25, 75, 151). Fig. 4.3 shows results where each trajectory
ends when the centre of mass of the monowheel reaches a distance of 40σ from its starting
point along x. For each size, n, and interaction energy, ε, there is an optimal value of roff
which maximizes directed transport. This optimal value follows some trends as the size and
interaction energies are varied. Firstly, we find that the optimal value of roff increases with
increasing ε. This can be easily inferred as larger interaction strengths require larger rates of
cleavage to allow the monowheel to move away and create newer bonds with the substrates.
Secondly, we find that for a fixed value of ε the optimal value of roff decreases with increasing
monowheel size. This is because smaller monowheel sizes have higher diffusivities and lower
polyvalency and require a greater interaction potential to compensate for this. This higher
attraction strength is then balanced by a higher roff for maximizing the translocation along
x.
Next, we also note some trends in the magnitude of directed motion quantified by 〈Gx〉.





Figure 4.3: (A) 〈Gx〉 (measures directionality) and (B) 〈cθx〉 (measures rolling) for a
monowheel of size n = 25 as a function of rate of substrate cleavage, roff , for different
values of interaction energy, ε. (C) Same as (A) for n = 75. (D) Same as (B) for n = 75. (E)
Same as (A) for n = 151. (F) Same as (B) for n = 151. All error bars are standard errors
of the mean over 50 simulations for fixed distance travelled by the monowheel’s centre of
mass.
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Figure 4.4: Maximum translocation, 〈Gx〉max, for different values of interaction energy, ε,
as a function of monowheel size n shows an optima.
roff values lower than the optimum for a fixed epsilon as can be seen in Fig. 4.3A,C and
E. This is because an increase in interaction energy only increases directed motion when
the monowheel is released from previous substrate bonds to bind more substrate. Secondly,
the maximum possible translocation, 〈Gx〉max (attained at optimal ε-roff chemistry) has
an optimum at an intermediate monowheel size (here the maximum in 〈Gx〉 for n=75 was
larger than that for n=25 and n=151) (Fig. 4.4). For a fixed monowheel size and ε, directed
motion is maximized at an optimal rate of cleavage roff . If the maximum possible ensemble
average, 〈G〉max, is plotted as a function of monowheel size we observe an optimum for all
ε. This is because smaller monowheels are fast but not directed while large monowheels are
directed but slow.
We have already shown previously that 〈cθx〉 increases with increasing ε and decreasing
roff (Fig. 4.3B,D and F). We find that increasing the size of the monowheel leads to a
transition in the rotational-translational correlation, and by extension the effect of rolling,
as roff is varied. This transition becomes sharper with increasing n until it resembles a
sigmoid function for n = 151, ε = 8 as shown in Fig. 4.3F. This is analogous with the Hill-
Langmuir equation where rotational-translational correlation increases due to increased
enzyme-substrate bond saturation [116]. The substrate availability is modulated by roff
and causes a transition in bond saturation for increasing Hill coefficients. An increase in
monowheel size leads to an increase in the Hill coefficient as it increases the surface length
of interaction, improving substrate cooperativity in monowheel binding. Interestingly, we
find that the transition between correlated and decorrelated rolling occurs at the roff of
maximum translocation for the monowheel (most evident in Fig. 4.3E,F). We note that the
value of 〈cθx〉 at the optimal chemistry indicates the contribution of rolling towards directed
motion and that the remaining contribution comes from translational directed motion.
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This translational directed motion can arise from a combination of two distinct types
of mechanisms, adhesive translation (also called ‘slipping’ due to ‘autochemophoresis’ for
BBR motion) or biased diffusion (also called ‘hopping’). The polyvalency of the motor
governs which mechanism is more predominant. In our model, polyvalency (the number
of monowheel enzymes bound to substrates during motion) increases with increasing size.
Although we do not quantitatively measure the fraction of bound enzymes during the sim-
ulation in this study, it is reasonable to deduce some trends qualitatively. For smaller
monowheels at optimal chemistry, translational directed motion is caused predominantly
by biased diffusion. This is due to low polyvalency and high diffusivity. As the monowheel
size is increased, translational directed motion increasingly arises from adhesive translation
as the monowheel is in continuous contact with the substrate. Adhesive translation also
increases because of lower diffusivity of the larger monowheel and increased sedimentation
(see Section 4.2) which discourages dissociation from the substrate. The occurring of this
adhesive translation at higher roff values can be observed in Fig. 4.3E. The larger n = 151
monowheel decays to a finite 〈Gx〉 beyond the optimal roff due to the prevalence of adhesive
translation. This is in contrast with the smaller n = 75 monowheel for which 〈Gx〉 decays
to 0 (Fig. 4.3C), indicating freely diffusing motion for rates of cleaving higher than the
optimum roff .
4.4.3 Monowheel velocity approximation
Motor velocity is a highly relevant measure for assessing motor motility. However, extracting
the mean motor velocity is a challenging process as the monowheel system is nonergodic
and does not operate in steady state. Substrate dissociation and possible reattachment to
a patterned substrate makes the dynamics history dependent. Hence, the time-averaged
velocity of the entire ensemble for a set of system parameters is not a reliable measure
of motor performance. Furthermore, this measure obscures the distinction between slow
yet directed motors and fast but diffusive motors. Despite these challenges it is useful to
extract the highest velocity possible for a set of fixed parameter values even if the system’s
stochasticity only permits the monowheel to move at that velocity for a short duration.
Given the measurements above, we suspect that the monowheel moves predominantly
in a directed fashion at optimal values of roff for a fixed ε. At these values enzymes on
the monowheel’s rim cleave substrates at optimal rates such that the monowheel mostly
rolls. At higher and lower rates of substrate cleavage the monowheel executes free or con-
strained diffusion respectively without any drift. These motions produce distinct magnitudes
of centre-of-mass displacement along the x axis in small time steps (see Section 4.3). To test
whether the motion of the centre of mass of the monowheel is a mixture of diffusive and
directed displacements we histogram the jump lengths of the motor at different time steps.
We select system parameters that have high 〈Gx〉 as calculated in the previous section, and





Figure 4.5: (A) The orange and blue histograms are distributions of centre-of-mass jumps
along x in a time step of 20∆τ and 65∆τ respectively for a monowheel of size n = 75 where
∆τ = 0.005. Other system parameters and the number of total jumps are written on the
top of the histograms. (B) Same as (A) for n = 151. These distributions are fit to bimodal
distributions representing a combination of pure diffusion and directed diffusion motion
(black lines). The vertical lines show the mean jump length for the directed diffusion mode,
〈∆xD〉, extracted from the functional fit for two different time steps. (C) The mean jump
length for the directed component, 〈∆xD〉, as a function of time steps, n∆τ , for various
values of roff for the two monowheel sizes (n = 75, 151) for ε = 8.
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find that the distribution is composed of two modes, a diffusive mode (with smaller jump
lengths) and a directed diffusion mode (with larger jump lengths along x). As the time step
is increased the peak of the directed diffusion mode shifts linearly in time and the spread
of both distributions increases. We find that for a monowheel of smaller size (Fig. 4.5A)
the diffusive mode is more prominent than the directed diffusion mode while the larger
monowheel (Fig. 4.5B) produces a more prominent directed diffusion mode with a subdued
diffusive mode.
Next, we fit the distribution of jump lengths to a bimodal distribution (see Section 4.3)
and extract the mean jump length of the directed diffusion mode, 〈∆xD〉, for a given ∆τ
(plotted as vertical lines in Fig. 4.5A,B). In Fig. 4.5C we show the increase in this mean
jump length as a function of time step for the two monowheel sizes with the same ε and
various values of roff . A linear dependence implies sustained directed motion with a con-
stant velocity. The slope of the curve represents the ensemble mean velocity of the directed
diffusion mode along x for that set of system parameters. Over large time steps we expect
the mean jump length to saturate as a function of time step due to the mixing of diffusive
steps with the directed diffusion steps. (This is similar to the saturation of end-to-end dis-
tance as total length is increased for a self-avoiding worm-like polymer chain [117]). Our
measurements show that the monowheel of size n = 75 has a higher effective velocity and
an optimum at roff = 32 whereas the monowheel of size n = 151 is slower and has an opti-
mum in roff at 8. These results correspond well with the inferences drawn from the previous
calculations of the time-averaged ensemble mean value, 〈Gx〉.
4.4.4 Bimodal jump length distributions replicate experimental observa-
tions of motor velocity
Including the displacements along the y coordinate gives the distribution of the 2D ∆r
jumps which is related to the 1D ∆x distributions in Fig. 4.5 (see Section 4.3). We plot
these distributions for different rates of cleavage and sizes by selecting a fixed time step of
40∆τ for different rates of chemical kinetics and different monowheel sizes. We note that
these bimodal jump distributions in 2D space (for ∆r) are analogous to the two ‘state’
velocity histograms observed for the highly polyvalent DNA motor (HPDM) by Yehl et
al. [101]. In their seminal work they report multiple velocity histograms which have been
calculated by observing the displacements of multiple motors in 5s durations (see Chapter
1, Fig. 1.7). They observe bimodal distributions and associate the slower mode with an
‘entrapped’ state and the faster mode with a ‘not entrapped’ self-avoiding state (Fig. 1.7C).
These velocity histograms are equivalent to the dimensionless jump distributions in r of our
model for a fixed time step. As the rate of chemical catalysis is increased (by increasing
pH) (Fig. 1.7D) the authors report that the velocity distribution goes from a unimodal
profile to a bimodal profile with an increase in the average velocity of the ‘not entrapped’
mode. We find that this matches well with our measurements of the jump distributions at
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smaller values of roff (less than the optimum roff). For a fixed time step, the jump length
distribution is bimodal, and as the roff is increased the ‘directed’ mode (associated with
the ‘not entrapped’ mode) shifts towards a higher magnitude (Fig. 4.6A). By extending our
measurements to higher roff , we find that the distribution becomes unimodal again and is
entirely populated by diffusive steps. It is reasonable to expect the experimental system
to replicate this too at very high rates of chemical catalysis such that the cog-and-wheel
motion is disrupted and the monowheel becomes diffusive. Interestingly, we find that the
‘directed’ mode consists of higher instances of rotational motion than the ‘diffusive’ mode.
Finding that our system predicts the velocity distribution profiles well within a specific
range of our parameter values leads us to predict that the ‘entrapping’ experienced by the
experimental HPDM may be due to ‘slipping’ and that the larger displacements of the ‘not
entrapped’ mode may be due to rolling motion.
It is important to note that the shapes of these displacement distributions depend on the
time step and display clear trends with respect to roff in our computational model. At low
roff there exists a large ‘diffusive’ mode. As roff is incrementally increased this mode diverges
into two, a faster ‘directed diffusion’ mode (higher ∆r magnitude) and a continuation of
the slower ‘diffusive’ mode. As roff is increased further the ‘directed diffusion’ mode loses
magnitude as well as population and merges with the slower ‘diffusive’ mode.
The authors also report their velocity histograms for motors of differing sizes and find the
same ensemble-averaged velocity but the shapes of these distributions are markedly different
(see Fig. 1.7E). Again, our displacement distributions capture the important features of
the experimentally observed distributions for different monowheel sizes (Fig. 4.6B). The
distribution for the n = 25 motor is unimodal while the distribution for the n = 75 motor
is bimodal. The n = 151 distribution returns to a unimodal shape due to the suppression
of the diffusive mode and prevalence of the directed diffusion mode, which has a smaller
mean displacement but larger weight as compared to the directed diffusion mode of the
n = 75 distribution. Again, we find an increase in the mechanism of rolling as the size of
the monowheel is increased and that displacements of larger magnitudes are associated with
a very high average rotational correlation coefficient, 〈cθx〉. In conclusion, a section of our
observations of the 2D jump distributions also match the experimentally observed velocity
distributions for different monowheel sizes.
4.4.5 Time-dependent behaviour of monowheel translocation
In this section we characterize the anomalous diffusion for a small section of our parameter
range using mean squared displacements (MSD) to place the monowheel in context within
the molecular motors literature. We calculate the MSD in x and Fig. 4.7A shows the results
(10000 simulations each) for n = 25 and ε = 8 for a range of roff values. Since the system
is non-ergodic we consider only ensemble averages. The analogous local exponent of the




Figure 4.6: (A) Jump length, ∆r, distributions for a monowheel of size n = 75 and ε = 8
for three different rates of substrate cleavage roff=8, 32 and 512 for a fixed time step
of 40∆τ . Inset: The average rotation-translation correlation, 〈cθx〉, for all displacements
with ∆r < ∆r (red squares) and with ∆r > ∆r (grey circles) where the ∆r has been
calculated separately for each distribution. (B) ∆r distributions for the three monowheel
sizes, n =25,75 and 151 for ε = 8 and roff = 8 for a fixed time step of 40∆τ . Inset: The
average 〈cθx〉 for all displacements with ∆r < ∆r (red squares) and with ∆r > ∆r (grey




Figure 4.7: (A) MSD(x) for a monowheel of size n=25 and ε = 4.0 show a trend of ballistic
motion decaying to diffusion at long times for higher values of roff . Grey lines with slopes
equivalent to α=1 and α=2 indicate diffusive and ballistic motion respectively. The MSD(x)
curve for roff = ∞ (black dashed line) is consistently diffusive as it is analogous to a freely
diffusive hoop without any substrate interaction. For no substrate cleavage (roff = 0) the
MSD(x) curve (solid black line) returns to purely diffusive after a small phase of subdiffu-
sivity at small timescales due to tethering the substrate. (B) Local diffusion exponent along
x, αx, for a monowheel of n = 25 and ε = 4 for different values of roff . The curves begin at
αx > 1 due to initialization of the monowheel close to the surface, followed by subdiffusive
motion, which is followed by superdiffusive motion (αx > 1), a shift back to subdiffusive
activity (αx < 1), and finally decay back to diffusion (αx = 1) at long times for different
values of roff .
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As expected, the motor with roff = ∞ executes free diffusion over the whole range of
times as it effectively has no interaction with the surface. Its local exponent is equal to 1
for all time. Given that the monowheel is initialized at a position very close to the surface
all other estimates (with substrate interaction) start at a local exponent greater than 1,
due to the attraction of the monowheel towards the substrate. These curves eventually
go subdiffusive as they get tethered to the substrates. At a time scale set by the rate of
substrate cleavage (t∼1/roff) these motors start to move directionally as they establish a
sustained gradient. The motors with a higher rate of substrate cleavage are the first to show
superdiffusive motion. They are also the first to exhaust their substrates and relax back
to being diffusive. Motors with a lower rate of substrate cleavage take longer to establish
a local gradient but remain processive for longer. At long times these motors too would
consume the entire substrate and relax to diffusive behaviour. Analogous to the previously
calculated time-averaged quantity, 〈Gx〉, the exponent reaches the highest possible value
for an optimal value of roff . At shorter times these observations are similar to the results
obtained for multivalent random walkers on two-dimensional substrates for superdiffusive
motion arising from biased-diffusion [97].
Interestingly, we observe that at later times the MSD curves for high rates of substrate
cleavage display subdiffusive behaviour. This is due to the dissociation and subsequent
reattachment of motors to uncleaved substrate and translocation in the opposite direction
of the prior directed motion. Since this sequence of mechanochemical steps is likely to
occur sooner for motors with higher rates of substrate-cleavage they transition to this phase
sooner than other motors. As before, we expect the motors with higher rates of substrate
cleavage to ‘consume’ their substrate sooner and relapse to pure diffusive behaviour faster.
Eventually we expect all MSD curves to display pure diffusion at infinite time and their
transient behaviour is determined by their rates of substrate interaction. This behaviour
of MSD curves is unique to our simulations as we allow for substrate dissociation and
re-attachment.
4.4.6 Collective phenomenon for rotating monowheels
In the previous section we found an interesting attribute that led us to believe that the
monowheel motion is comprised of distinct motility modes. From the jump length distribu-
tion analysis we found that trajectories for a single set of parameter values were composed
of two distinct motility modes: diffusion and directed diffusion. Furthermore, there was a
characteristic constant drift velocity associated with the resulting directed diffusion mode
indicating that the monowheel executed intermittent bursts of nearly constant velocity
motion. These results as well as our observation of raw trajectory data indicate that the
monowheel has distinct motility modes and that a single trajectory possibly consists of tran-
sitions between such modes. An empirical distinction between motor motility patterns and
how they depend on system parameters has been discussed before for the polyvalent trans-
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lational ParA/B motor as well [95, 107]. Encouraged by these results and recent advances in
single-particle tracking analysis methods [118, 119, 120] we explore collective phenomenon
in the motion of the monowheel.
In this section we try to determine the number of distinct motility modes by fitting the
x and y displacements of the monowheel’s centre-of-mass in a time step of 10∆τ to a two-
dimensional Gaussian mixture model (GMM) (see Section 4.3). Multiple GMM’s with an
increasing number of components (modes) and different covariance matrices were fit to the
concatenated data of displacements for a fixed value of ε and monowheel size (see Fig. 4.8 for
ε = 8, n = 75). At a given size and interaction strength, we calculated the resulting Bayesian
Information Criterion (BIC) of the fit for different numbers of components (see Fig. 4.8D for
n = 75, ε = 8). This criterion found that there were three distinct modes. We identify the
three motility modes as: ‘constrained diffusion’ (low ∆x variance, low ∆y variance), ‘free
diffusion’ (high ∆x variance, high ∆y variance) and ‘directed diffusion’ (high ∆x variance,
low ∆y variance). As shown in a previous section, at very low roff the centre of mass
primarily executes constrained diffusion near the substrate (see Fig. 4.2). This constrained
diffusion gives way to superdiffusion as roff is increased, and at very high roff the monowheel
dissociates from the substrate and executes free diffusion in 2D. The GMM fit was able to
distinguish between these three distinct motility modes. Thus, by including the centre-of-
mass displacements along y we are able to distinguish between confined diffusion (associated
with the substrate) and free diffusion (detached from substrate). This finer distinction was
not accounted for in the jump size distribution analysis along x which only gave two modes.
This analysis further strengthens our belief that there are distinct modes in the motion of
the monowheel arising out of the collective behaviour of the monowheel’s association with
the substrate monomers. The results for lower values of ε = 6, 4 are similar for ε = 8 but
for very low values ε = 2 it becomes hard to differentiate between the ‘free diffusion’ and
‘directed diffusion’ mode.
To extract and quantify trajectory heterogeneities and explore the transitions between
these motility modes we make an approximation that the motion of the monowheel’s centre-
of-mass is a hidden Markov process with distinct and finite internal states corresponding
to the motility modes described above (see Section 4.3). Subsequently, the x and y dis-
placements of the monowheel are Gaussian emissions with variables based on the respective
internal state. This approximation is only valid for shorter trajectories where non-Markovian
memory effects due to revisitation of cleaved substrate are significantly less compared to the
longer trajectories discussed in the mean squared analysis section above where we do see
long time effects. Following this approximation we fit the time series of displacements for
a single value of ε and roff to a multi-sequence hidden Markov model where the number of
components are guided by the Gaussian mixture model fit above (see Section 4.3). We find
that this approximation leads to very good predictions of the sequence of motility modes
within single trajectories at a temporal resolution of 1∆τ (see Fig 4.9 for example fits).
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Figure 4.8: (A-C) Displacements along x and y in the time duration 10∆τ for a monowheel
of size n = 75 and ε = 8 for different values of roff indicated above each plot. (D) BIC score
for different number of components and different types of covariance matrices for multiple
Gaussian mixture model fits to the combined 2D displacements of the three cases (see
Section 4.3 for further details). Based on the elbow method (identifying a knee or kink in
the curve [121]) we select a model with 3 components (*) and diagonal covariance indicating
independence in x and y displacements. (E) The predictions of the selected 3-component
Gaussian mixture model for the combined 2D displacement data shown in (A-C) for three
roff values, 0, 32, and 512. We term the three different motility modes detected by the











Figure 4.9: Plots of x and y positions of a single sample simulation of a monowheel of size
n=75, ε = 8 and four different roff values indicated above each plot. The time resolution for
each marker is ∆τ . The plots have been colour coded based on the results of fitting a hidden
Markov model (see Section 4.3 for details of this fit). In each plot the resulting prediction
for a single displacement step has been colour coded based on the model’s prediction. The
‘constrained diffusion’ mode (red) has small displacements along x and y, the ‘directed
diffusion’ mode (green) has large displacements along x but small displacements along y,
and the ‘free diffusion’ mode (blue) has large displacements along both, x and y. Insets:
the x and y positions as a function of time, τ , for the same sample run with the colours
indicating the motility mode predicted by the HMM.
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Fig 4.10A shows a sample of an HMM fit to a sample trajectory with predicted labels
for the motility mode of the displacements. We observe good correlation between actual
instances of substrate dissociation with the internal state associated with the ‘free diffusion’
motility mode. We also observe good correlation between instances of monowheel stalling
on the substrate with the internal state associated with the ‘constrained diffusion’ motility
mode. The posterior probabilities of each state along the trajectory could be explored in
detail following the fit. Here, to facilitate plotting of trajectories, the most likely state vector
has been presented for each trajectory, and we calculate the probability of observing each
mode as a function of roff at fixed interaction strength and size (φ). Fig. 4.10B shows these
results for ε = 8 and n = 75. At low roff , the trajectories are composed almost entirely of the
‘constrained diffusion’ mode, whereas at high roff , the motion is almost entirely from the
‘free diffusion’ mode. Trajectories at intermediate roff values are a heterogeneous mixture
of all three motility modes with the ‘directed diffusion’ mode being the largest contributor
at roff = 32. These results are in good agreement with the previously found existence of an
optimum at roff = 32 for ε = 8 for n = 75.
This is a powerful method for systems with different motility modes as following the di-
vision of individual trajectories into different motility modes, the velocities of these different
modes can be calculated individually instead of a time and ensemble average. Fig. 4.10C
and Fig. 4.10D show these values respectively. As expected, the velocities average to 0 for
the ‘constrained diffusion’ and ‘free diffusion’ modes. The velocity of the ‘directed diffusion’
mode obtained for roff = 32 is ∼ 0.3σ/∆τ which is significantly higher than the velocity
approximated from the jump analysis (.22σ/∆τ , see Fig. 4.5C), implying that there may be
mislabelling of shorter ‘directed diffusion’ displacements of lower magnitude as ‘constrained
diffusion’. The average correlation coefficient, 〈cθx〉, also shows the expected decrease as a
function of roff with higher values for the ‘constrained diffusion’ mode than the ‘directed
diffusion’ mode while remaining at 0 for the ‘free diffusion’ mode.
Through this analysis we can extract the transition probabilities between the motility
modes of the monowheel. Fig. 4.10E shows a subset of these probabilities related to the
‘directed diffusion’ mode for ε = 8 and n = 75. These curves show the transition probabil-
ities out of the ‘directed diffusion’ mode. At lower roff values the ‘directed diffusion’ mode
transitions into the ‘constrained diffusion’ mode and at higher roff into the ‘free diffusion’
mode. It is near the optimal values that the ‘directed diffusion’ mode remains directed with
a vey high probability.
Although useful to explore trajectory heterogeneities, this method has several caveats.
Not surprisingly, it is unable to find distinct modes when the displacements of the various
modes strongly overlap. Also, the application of this method requires significant fine tuning
of the initial conditions of the fitting algorithm to settle into the local minimum that best
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Figure 4.10: (A) Trajectory of the centre of mass of a monowheel of n = 75, ε = 8 and roff = 8 along
x and y. Each dot marks the displacement in a single time step and the results of fitting an hidden
Markov model are colour coded as red = constrained diffusion, green = directed diffusion and blue
= free diffusion. (B) The probability of observing displacements from a particular mode (φ) as a
function of roff for a monowheel of n = 75 and ε = 8. Each trajectory is divided into steps arising
from ‘constrained diffusion’, ‘directed diffusion’ and ‘free diffusion’ modes and their population is
averaged over multiple runs with the same parameters to obtain the probability of that mode at
that value of roff . (C) The average velocity along x, 〈vx〉, calculated separately for the three different
motility modes as a function of roff (n = 75, ε = 8). Displacements associated with the ‘free diffusion’
and ‘constrained diffusion’ modes do not lead to translocation. (D) The average correlation factor,
〈cθx〉, calculated separately for the three modes as a function of roff . (E) The transition probabilities
associated with the monowheel occupying the ‘directed diffusion’ mode for a monowheel of n = 75
and ε = 8 as a function of roff . At low roff the transition into the ‘constrained diffusion’ mode is high
and at high roff values transitions into the ‘free diffusion’ mode dominate. At optimal intermediate
roff values the ‘directed diffusion’ mode is persistent.
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4.5 Discussion
In this chapter we have provided a detailed microscopic model for a highly polyvalent
monowheel which translocates through its association with a surface of substrates using
the burnt-bridge Brownian ratchet mechanism. We found an optimum in the rate of sub-
strate cleavage, roff , and the monowheel size, n, for maximizing the directed motion of the
monowheel. The existence of this optimum in the rate of chemical kinetics has been discussed
previously for BBRs with dramatically different characteristics [94, 95, 97, 101]. The un-
derlying mechanism that produced this directed motion was described as being one of three
distinct types, rolling, biased diffusion (also referred to as ‘hopping’) or adhesive transla-
tion (also called ‘autochemophoresis’ and analogous to ‘sliding’ or ‘walking’). While adhesive
translation is highly processive and has no backward steps [94, 95, 101], biased diffusion
consists of intermittent surface association and dissociation which can include backward
steps in 1D and lead to weakly self-avoiding character in 2D [97]. It has previously been
inferred that as the rate of chemical kinetics is increased there is a transition from adhesive
translation to biased diffusion which further transitions to free diffusion at very high rates
[101]. By analyzing the variety of BBRs that have been constructed previously or modelled,
we inferred that motor polyvalency also played a key role in the transition of adhesive trans-
lation to biased diffusion as roff was increased. In our model as the monowheel polyvalency
was increased the instances of adhesive translation became dominant for a greater range of
roff values. We found that at high roff larger monowheels still showed some directed motion
in comparison to smaller wheels due to this adhesive translation. For these high values of
roff , rolling was minimal. Thus, we infer that the transition from adhesive translation to
biased diffusion for increasing roff is modulated by the polyvalency of the motor. It should
be noted that these inferences are applicable only for motors with point-like or minimal
‘leg’ lengths like the monowheel. For longer ‘leg’ spans it has been shown that adhesive
translation is increased with lower polyvalency [98].
By quantifying rotational motion we are able to show that the mechanism of rolling
dominates at lower roff values. When there is no enzyme-substrate activity (roff=0) the
monowheel’s motion shows pure rolling however there is no translocation and the motion is
confined and diffusive. Translocation is improved as the rate of roff is increased allowing the
monowheel to dissociate from previously bound substrates and move directionally. However,
rolling (as measured by the correlation between x and θ) was reduced when there were insuf-
ficient enzyme-substrate bonds due to fast cleavage or smaller contact length. This allowed
the diffusive motion of the monowheel to play a greater role in the monowheel’s motion,
causing adhesive translation (slipping) or biased diffusion (hopping). In this chapter we
showed that rolling was a direct consequence of cooperative binding of the monowheel en-
zymes by the substrate surface. The rate of cleaving controlled the concentration of available
substrates while the Hill coefficient for the enzyme-substrate binding could be increased by
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increasing the monowheel size. Increasing the size of the monowheel effectively led to greater
opportunity for the substrates to bind the monowheel cooperatively. The result for large
monowheels was a sigmoidal dependence of the rolling dynamics on the rate of cleaving. This
dependence on size can be easily tested in experiments targeted towards quantifying rolling
directly in single particles. We also predict that changing the concentration of enzymes or
substrates would affect the rolling dynamics in accordance with the Hill equation.
The existence of rolling behaviour at low chemical kinetic rates implied that for BBR
motors capable of rolling there were three effective transitions in the mechanisms for trans-
port as roff was increased. These were between rolling and adhesive translation (’sliding’),
followed by adhesive translation and biased diffusion (’hopping’), and finally biased diffu-
sion and free diffusion. We also found that the proportion of translocation due to rolling
is directly dependent on the length of contact between the monowheel and the surface. As
the monowheel size is increased the contribution of the mechanism of rolling increased but
the range of roff values over which it contributed reduced. Thus size affected the balance
between rolling and adhesive translation while polyvalency affected the balance between
adhesive translation and biased diffusion. This difference could likely be pried apart by al-
tering polyvalency and size independently while tracking the bound enzymes explicitly. In
this work we showed for the first time how transitions between rolling, adhesive and biased
diffusion of a multivalent motor depended on the chemical kinetics of a BBR mechanism. All
these transitions between different mechanisms help us understand the directional motion of
the monowheel at optimal chemistry. For very small monowheels, translocation at optimal
chemistry was predominantly a combination of rolling and biased diffusion. As monowheel
size and polyvalency was increased, the contribution of rolling and adhesive translation to
directional motion increased at optimal chemistry. Eventually for very large monowheels
directed motion was largely composed of rolling. Importantly, we found that rolling dynam-
ics always caused directed motion at optimal chemistry (ε-roff combination for maximum
directed transport). While smaller motors had very high speeds, they rarely rolled. This
was in contrast with larger wheels where at optimal chemistry, motion was composed of
displacements that arose primarily from rolling; however, the speed was lower. It should be
noted that there was no strict boundary between these different mechanisms. All motion
was a combination of multiple mechanisms but we could draw qualitative inferences about
the dominance of a particular mechanism for a fixed set of system parameters.
So far, Yehl et al. have claimed that the success of their DNA motor (HPDM) in produc-
ing high speeds without a trade-off in processivity was due to the smaller footprint of the
monowheel and its high polyvalency [101]. We believe that the monowheel motion is also
assisted by the organization of enzymes on a rigid structurally spherical monowheel. This
arrangement allows the sequential cleaving of substrates leading to rolling dynamics. We
predict that the loss of this rigidity, through either increase in the length of the motor DNA
or elasticity of the substrate, would affect this sequential binding and reduce the rolling
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dynamics. In this chapter, we showed that the mechanism of rolling created displacements
of higher magnitude and competed with translational displacements of smaller magnitudes
(see Fig 4.6). Importantly, Yehl et al. connect the physical instance of the HPDM circulat-
ing into its own wake (called ‘entrapping’) to the mode with the smaller velocity. We find
that this smaller mode consists of displacements due to adhesive translation (’slipping’),
while the mode associated with larger displacements has greater contribution from rolling
motion. This leads us to speculate that the instances of ‘entrapping’ may have arisen due
to adhesive translation of the HPDM, and we claim that this entrapment can be avoided by
increasing the size of the motor causing more rolling dynamics and less adhesive translation.
However, this would be at the cost of speed. Through this study we want to highlight that
the DNA motor generates high speeds not just through collective and cooperative action of
a high number of RNA oligonucleotides but also through their sequential hydrolysis causing
rolling dynamics. The authors propose the adhesive ‘chemophoretic’ force as the underlying
mechanism for high endurance and high speeds, but we found that the mechanism of rolling
is a distinct mechanism, one which causes more directed motion than previously studied
adhesive translation and biased diffusion motions.
By calculating the ensemble-averaged MSD curves for the smaller monowheel, n =
25, we found similar behaviour as the multivalent stochastic random walker [97] which
executes superdiffusive motion through biased diffusion. This again lent support to our
claim that the smallest monowheel translocated directionally due to biased diffusion. We
found that the mechanism of rolling, which did occur for this monowheel did not lead
to any significant changes in the pattern of the MSD curves, making it an insufficient
technique to detect rolling. Our inclusion of detachment and reattachment of the diffusive
monowheel led to complex patterns at long times where monowheels with higher roff reverted
to the subdiffusive range as there was a likelihood of monowheel detachment followed by
reattachment and translation in the opposite direction of the initial directed motion. The
higher the roff , the greater the probability of dissociation and re-association and hence
earlier the entry into this subdiffusive phase. Since this was a closed system, following the
cleaving of all the substrates all simulations tended towards thermodynamic equilibrium, at
which point monowheels executed pure diffusion without any bias. All simulations tended
towards this eventual end-point with their rates of cleaving only affecting the MSD patterns
at shorter times and the timescale at which this relaxation happened.
In our simulations, we repeatedly saw evidence of collective motion. The bimodal jump
distributions for multiple time steps already indicated that the motors executed a combi-
nation of diffusive and directed motion. By using GMM and HMM fitting on an extended
dataset which included both x and y displacements, we found three distinct motility modes
in the motion of the n = 75, ε = 8 monowheel. These were ‘constrained diffusion’, associated
with low directionality but very high rotational correlation, ‘directed diffusion’, associated
with high directionality and lower rotational correlation, and ‘free diffusion’, associated with
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no directionality and no rotational correlation. Following this analysis we were able to draw
parallels between the prevalence of the ‘directed diffusion’ mode at intermediate roff and
the roff values for optimal translocation from other methods. It is very important to note
that these motility modes are distinct from the previously discussed mechanisms for direc-
tional motion: rotational motion, adhesive translation, biased diffusion and free diffusion.
That said, the constrained motility mode was composed entirely of displacements through
the rolling mechanism, and the free diffusion motility mode is composed of displacements
arising from the free diffusion mechanism. The ‘directed diffusion’ mode, however, was a




In this thesis we have provided computational models to elucidate the dynamical aspects of a
‘burnt-bridges’ Brownian ratchet motor with a particular emphasis on the ParABS plasmid
positioning system. These models were designed to replicate experimentally observed motor
dynamics and operate for system parameters estimated from biological systems.
In Chapter 2, we provided a deterministic model based on three relevant experimental
observations for the in vitro system: i) ParA-ATP dimers bind the DNA randomly without
forming higher-order filaments, ii) DNA-bound ParA dimers exert a translocating force on
the ParB-complex and iii) ParA rebinds the DNA flow-cell uniformly erasing the positional
information of its release, causing effective ratcheting of the ParB-complex dynamics. We
found that spatial noise in the initial ParA distribution was sufficient to break symmetry
and lead to the formation of a ParA gradient which the ParB complex traverses through
chemophoresis. Depending on whether the surface was saturated with ParA or not, the ParB
complex could either move with constant speed or, interestingly, persistently accelerate.
Lastly, we explicitly showed how ParA surface diffusion and fast recovery could stall the
ParB complex. Our predictions for the variety of dynamical behaviours that the ParB-bound
sphere could display were corroborated by later stochastic simulations [62, 107]. Importantly,
concurrent computational models have shown the quenching of ParB complex diffusion due
to persistent adhesive interaction with bound ParA dimers, supporting the formulation of
our deterministic model which averages over the diffusive motion of the ParB complex [95].
In Chapter 3, we extended our deterministic model to include multiple partition com-
plex copies interacting on a finite sized substrate with limited ParA resources and found
dynamics that mimicked the motion of low-copy number plasmids in vivo. Low ParA con-
centrations favoured stable positioning while higher concentrations triggered oscillations.
An increase in the number of ParB complexes (akin to a plasmid replication event) caused
an increase in the ParA protein available for positioning the complexes, causing oscillatory
dynamics. These oscillations faded away as substrate sizes were increased and the com-
plexes positioned themselves equidistantly along the substrate length. We hypothesize that
such dynamics would allow the partitioning system to be capable of exploring the entire
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nucleoid scaffold through oscillations but later decay into stable plasmid positions before
cell division. We also extended our model to 2D substrates and found that changing the
ratio of the lengthscale of ParA hydrolysis and ParA-ParB force can generate the observed
differences in the positioning of replicated chromosomes in B. subtilis versus plasmids in E.
coli. There already exists experimental evidence for different regulation of the ParA-ATP
hydrolysis by the ParB protein within different bacteria, and our model is the first attempt
to consider differences due to the range of ParB-complex activity [10]. These results indicate
that a single parameter in a common biochemical framework can be varied to generate a
wide variety of distinct protein positioning patterns.
Given the nature of ParA protein concentration distributions and its structural simi-
larity to the oscillatory MinD protein, the ParABS system was initially considered to be a
protein patterning system. The recent proposal that it is powered by the BBR mechanism
groups it with classical molecular motors which transport large cargos directionally (by
quenching diffusive motion through tethering). Our work in Chapter 4 provides a coherent
bridging argument which shows how the creation of a large protein cluster of one of two
proteins capable of creating Turing-type patterning due to their reactivities can lead to
molecular motor like movement of the cluster. We show how an increase in protein clus-
ter size (concomitant with an increase in polyvalency) can lead to lower diffusivities and
cause a transition into molecular motor like features: processive, adhesive translation mo-
tion, quenching diffusive motion via substrate tethering. The bridging of these two distinct
self-organization mechanisms where the underlying biochemical interaction is the same is a
key contribution of this thesis.
Rolling in the context of burnt bridge Brownian ratchets is a relatively novel mechano-
chemistry. Using a coarse-grained model of a rotating monowheel on a 1D surface we pro-
vided a coherent picture for how chemical kinetics and wheel size/polyvalency cause the
transition from rolling to more sliding/hopping motion. We find that the spherical struc-
ture of the monowheel allows the mechanism of rolling to contribute towards translocation,
distinguishing it from point-like or extended body motor hubs that can only ’slide’ or ’hop’
to produce directional motion. We also find that the size of the monowheel plays a crucial
role in determining the proportion of translocation that arises from rolling. Importantly,
the mechanism of rolling produces significantly larger translocation steps than translational
motion for a spherical monowheel. Intrigued by the differences in the trajectory persistence
length measurements between the in vitro ParABS experiments and the highly-polyvalent
DNA/RNA motor, we inferred that substrate stiffness was a likely contributor to motor
dynamics. In a key extension of this work, we explored this intuition and found that softer
substrates led to longer persistence lengths [104]. Furthermore, relaxing the rigidity of the
substrate affected the quality of rotational motion, with less rigid substrates leading to lower
angular correlation and lower speeds.
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With the advent of improved microscopy techniques the resolution of experimental ob-
servations is continuously increasing, and experiments capable of detecting rolling in sub-
micron sized particles have already been conducted [122]. Given this ability to distinguish
between different forms of motion, we believe that this study can provide useful guide-
lines for the construction of future synthetic motor systems where tuning experimentally
accessible parameters can cause transitions between rotational and translational motion.
Furthermore, the BBR mechanism has recently been proposed as the mechanism underly-
ing the ability of influenza virus to traverse through the mucus surrounding a living cell
[12]. Two glycoproteins on the surface of the influenza virus respectively bind and cleave
glycans on the surface of a host cell to produce a combination of rolling and translational
motion. Non-spherical virus cells have been observed to translocate via translational motion
through asymmetric concentrations of the binding and cleaving glycoproteins on the cell
surface [123]. The execution of these distinct forms of motions can be explored by increas-
ing the diversity of the enzyme-substrate interaction in our model and separating enzyme
monomers that bind the substrate from enzyme monomers that cleave the substrate. Thus,
our study provides a modular system in which various facets of the motor-enzyme and
receptor-substrate binding can be altered to mimic existing BBR systems.
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